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The work is devoted to the metallographic analysis of the M2 (analog R6M5 

GOST 19265-73) high-speed steel granules, manufactured by Höganäs (Belgium). Size 

of particles is 53…150 μm. The study is based on the investigation of the 

microstructure of the M2 high-speed steel granules obtained by melt atomization. It is 

demonstrated that granules of similar size can harden both by chemically separating 

and chemically non-separating mechanism. These last ones have supersaturated solid 

solution structure of the liquid melt composition, a dispersed dendritic-cellular 

structure and an increased microhardness HV = 10300 MPa [1]. 

 

 

Figure 1. SEM image of etched high-speed steel granules. 

Improving the technology of obtaining powders by melt atomization in the 

direction of obtaining only granules solidifying by chemically non-separating 

mechanism opens up prospects for further improving the properties of the produced 

compacted billets and products from them. 

Acknowledgement: metallographic researches was fulfilled using equipment of 

Regional Center of Collective Usage based on Tver State University. 
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A promising approach for the immobilization of the radioactive waste of the 

military and civil industries, the atomic power stations, medicine, and science on an 

industrial scale is the development of the thermodynamically, thermally, radiation, 

mechanically, and chemically stable mineral-like ceramic materials and the effective 

ways of obtaining them, ensuring the reliability of the HLW retention in the matrices-

immobilizers and the possibility of the practical use of the radiochemical manufacture's 

waste. 

Phosphate minerals are widely represented in many geological formations, many 

of them contain some radioactive elements; phosphorus in a number of radiochemical 

technologies is present in the waste and can perform the function of a structure-forming 

component. Therefore, the phosphates of framework structures and the ceramics based 

on them are proposed as the matrices for the containment of the radioactive waste. One 

of the potential matrix materials is the phosphates with a langbeinite mineral's 

structure. Due to the wide isomorphism of the cations and anions, the synthetic analogs 

of the langbeinite are capable of accommodating up to 50 wt.% of the elements that are 

in the HLW (Cs-Sr fraction, lanthanides and some other products of the nuclear fission, 

the technological and structural elements) in the crystal structure. 

In this work, the phosphates and the solid solutions of the composition 

A2−xA'xMg0.5E1.5(PO4)3 (A,A' – K, Rb, Cs; E – Ti, Zr), A5/3MgE4/3(PO4)3, 

AMMgE(PO4)3 (M – Sr, Ba, Pb) were synthesized with a popular and commercially 

available the sol-gel method with the repeating of the grinding-pressing-firing cycle at 

700–900°C.  

The obtained samples were polycrystalline powders. They were characterized by 

X-ray diffraction (Shimadzu XRD-6000 diffractometer), IR spectroscopy (Shimadzu 

FTIR-8400S FTIR spectrometer), the electron microscopy and the microprobe 

analysis. According to this data, the expected structure of the langbeinite was realized.  

Ceramics with a density of up to 98% of the theoretical one were obtained. Their 

hydrolytic stability and the parameters of the thermal expansion were studied. 

Acknowledgement: this work was supported by the Russian Foundation for Basic 

Research, research project No. 18-29-12063.  
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One of the most important objectives of the experimental mechanics of 

deformable solid body is the study of the mechanical properties of the structural 

materials, and also development of mathematical models which reliably describe the 

laws of their complex non-elastic behavior. 

In the laboratory of the Tver State Technical University on automated testing 

machine SN-EVM is conducted systematic experimental studies of elastoplastic 

deformation of  thin-walled tubular specimens under combined tension, torsion (P–M 

experiments) and internal pressure (P–M–p experiments). The procedure of carrying 

out experimental studies is based on the theory of the Ilyushin's theory of elastoplastic 

processes, in which the history of stress and strain changes over time is represented by 

corresponding paths in five-dimensional vector spaces. The relation between the 

stresses and deformations is described by the scalar properties characterizing the 

relationship between the invariants of the strain and deformation deviations and the 

vector properties, characterizing misalignment of stress deviations, deformations and 

their increments. In each of the experiments conducted, the features and regularities of 

the behavior of the scalar and vector properties of the materials are investigated.  

Experimental investigations for broken rectilinear deformation paths make it 

possible to detect the effect of fracture angles on the lag of vector and scalar properties 

of materials. Testing along flat trajectories of constant curvature makes it possible to 

establish the influence of curvature of trajectory on deformation processes. Of special 

interest are tests on helical spatial trajectories of constant curvature and torsion, and 

also along flat trajectories of variable curvature such as logarithmic spirals or 

Archimedean spirals. Experimental data are used to create new and verification of 

existing mathematical models of plasticity theory. Based on the experimental data, 

mathematical models of the theory of elastoplastic processes on flat and spatial paths 

are proposed. These models apply function approximations containing all basic 

parameters of complex loading and fully characterizing the internal geometry of the 

deformation path. The results of the numerical simulation according to the complex 

deformation programs of the materials using the Runge–Kutta 4th order method of 

precision give the results corresponding to the experimental data. 
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Olympiads on strength of materials as tool for developing abilities  
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Strength of materials (also called mechanics of materials) is one of main 

disciplines of engineering profile, from understanding and assimilation of which will 

depend upon further advances of trainees on other engineering disciplines. This 

discipline is studied in the second course when students are not ready for performing 

scientific work, therefore, their ability can be developed by participating in the students 

olympiads on strength of materials. The olympiads represent tasks that require a more 

thorough understanding of the theory, creative abilities and non-standard thinking. 

Olympiad includes the following main stages: preparation of participants, 

carrying out the competition and analysis of the results of projection of participants. 

One of the most important steps in the operation of teachers is the preparation of 

students, which includes both detection of the most able students and their training. 

Here, the main purpose is to develop techniques for solving the original tasks using a 

non-standard approach. The university olympiad defines the most promising 

candidates among the student 's students to participate in regional and  All-Russian 

Olympiad. On the other hand, the university olympiad as the form of out-of-audience 

work is an important step for preparing teachers and students. Teachers have the 

possibility of providing new techniques for preparing students and forming home tasks 

with the inclusion of problems with a non-standard solution. Students receive the 

necessary skills of self-operation and implement ambitions in intellectual development 

under competition conditions. 

The participation in the olympiad involves the independent execution of tasks in 

a non-habitual environment and a complex stress situation. This is responsible for the 

responsibility, allowing self-analysis to be performed, provides confidence in the own 

knowledge and mental capacity, and also generates the ability to innovation scientific 

activity. Among the winner and the competitors, it is possible to select candidates for 

further enrolling in PhD study. 
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Dinitrons in radical colymerization of methyl methacrylate in the presence of a 

small amount comonomers 
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With the advent of controlled radical polymerization (CRP), the field of polymer 

chemistry has considerably expanded, which has led to the synthesis of new 

macromolecular architectures and materials with attractive properties. One of the 

methods of CRP is nitroxide mediate polymerization, which is carried out under 

conditions of reversible inhibition in the presence of nitrone.  

The purpose of this work is the synthesis of copolymers of methyl methacrylate 

(MMA) with small amount of styrene (St), vinyl acetate (VA) and acrylonitrile (AN) 

in the presence of dinitrons: N,N-dimethylglyoxal dinitron (MDN), N,N-ditert.-

butylglyoxal dinitron (BDN), N,N-diphenylglyoxal. The initiator is 2,2’-

azobis(isobutyronitrile). Dinitrones as potential sources of stable radicals are able to 

regulate the kinetic parameters of polymerization of MMA, and also the molecular 

weight characteristics of the polymer. However, carrying out the copolymerization of 

MMA makes it possible to obtain more narrow dispersed samples of polymers, due to 

the formation of alkoxyamines.  

The polymerization of MMA and the copolymerization of monomer pairs MMA-

ST, MMA-vinyl acetate, MMA-acrylonitrile at a ratio of 91 mol.% MMA to the 

comonomer were studied at a temperature of 70–110°C. Copolymers on the base MDN, 

BDN and PDN were synthesized. The effect on the polymerization process has been 

shown. The best results were obtained in the presence of BDN. Copolymers on the base 

BDN were prepared with the number-average molar mass (Mn) in the 11.7-18.6 Da 

range. Polydispersity indexes are lower than in the MMA homopolymerization and 

varies in the interval 1.77-1.90 (table). 

 
Table 1. Molecular-Weight characteristics of polymers,  

prepared in the presence of BDN – 0.8 mol.%, AIBN- 0.1 mol. %. T=110°C. 

№ Comonomer Time, h Conversion, % Mn*10-3 Mw*10-3 Mw/Mn 

1*  6 100 101.7 496.1 4.88 

2 - 7 53 39.5 88.4 2.24 

3 St 7 19 18.6 32.9 1.77 

4 VA 7 53 24.6 45.5 1.85 

5 AN 7 61 11.7 22.1 1.90 

* Samples prepared without dinitrone. 

 

Acknowledgement: the work was supported by the Russian Ministry of education 

and science (project №17-03-00498). 
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New method for processing thermodynamic data on high-purity 

AsxSe1-x (x = 0.3 – 0.5) glasses 

 

Balueva K.V.,  Plekhovich A.D., Kut’in A.M. 

G.G. Devyatykh Institute of Chemistry of High Purity Substances, 

Russian Academy of Sciences, Nizhny Novgorod, Russia 
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As-Se glasses have a broad spectral transparency infrared (IR) range, a potentially 

low optical loss in the spectral range 2-9 μm, a large third-order nonlinear index, low 

phonon energy, low thermo-optical coefficients, and high chemical stability. 

Therefore, arsenic selenide glasses and fibers are attractive materials for different 

applications, such as: IR monitoring, analytical remote IR spectroscopy, power fiber 

optics, systems for telecommunication and non-linear optics. 

The goal of the work are the thermal analysis of five high-purity samples of 

AsxSe1-x (x = 0.3, 0.35, 0.40, 0.46, 0.5) glasses and the processing of the obtained 

experimental data by the original statistical-thermodynamic model with the calculation 

of a set of caloric functions from 0 to 565 K in the glassy and super-cooled liquid state. 

The caloric properties and glass transition characteristics were obtained by 

differential scanning calorimetry method using a temperature-modulated mode (TM-

DSC) by Netzsch DSC 404 F1 Pegasus instrument. The results of the study showed 

that with an increase in the arsenic content, a certain increase in the heat capacity was 

observed. The behavior of the glass transition temperature Tg in this case was of 

extreme nature reaching the maximum at x = 0.4 (As2Se3). 

The processing of the DSC results of measurements of the heat capacity, 

combined with the subsequent calculation of the set of thermodynamic functions, was 

carried out according to the method based on quasi-particles in the glass and the melt.  

For each composition of the studied glass-forming system, a corresponding set of 

model parameters was found. The determined parameters, apart from the heat capacity 

Cp
(T) extrapolated to 0 K, allowed one to calculate the following standard 

thermodynamic functions: entropy S°(T) − Sl
°(0), enthalpy H°(T) − Hl

°(0), and Gibbs 

energy G°(T) − Hl
°(0), the values of which characterize the entropy and energy 

redundancy of glass, respectively. Moreover, the established correlation dependences 

of the model parameters on the composition made it possible to predict standard 

thermodynamic functions from 0 K for intermediate unexplored compositions of the 

AsxSe1-x glass-forming system. 

Thus, the express method used in the work increases the reliability and 

completeness of the determination of the thermodynamic properties of glasses. 

The obtained thermodynamic functions supplement the information resource of 

glass-forming systems for solving problems of determining the conditions for the 

formation of new glasses from its components by method of minimizing the Gibbs 

energy. 
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The new model of Russian doctoral education: problems and prospects 
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This paper presents an analysis and summarizes research results and expert 

assessments of higher education researchers in relation to the new model of training 
and certification of research and academic personnel in doctoral schools. 

The reasons and consequences of the postgraduate education reform are 
considered, along with the problems of interaction of the institution of doctoral 
education with the intellectual labor market; some promising options of financial 
support for the training of research personnel are discussed. The central focus is on the 
issue of the objectives of the institution of doctoral education and the problem of 
increasing its effectiveness with regard to the implementation of its main function, the 
reproduction of the staff potential of science and higher education. Possible measures 
are discussed to ensure that postgraduate programs are targeted at the preparation and 
defence of Candidate of Sciences theses. 

It is shown that with the expanding range of professional trajectories of doctoral 
school graduates, it is necessary to develop targeted postgraduate programs whose 
content should be coordinated with specific employers [1, 2]. We propose an 
innovative model for organizing targeted training of personnel  for research and higher 
education, based on the integration of the second and third levels of higher education, 
which is new for Russian universities. The relevance of special postgraduate programs 
focused on the preparation of elite research personnel for the industry and the service 
sector (“industrial postgraduate school”) is substantiated. Some examples of the 
implementation of such programs are given. 

The conclusion is substantiated that the new model of the Russian doctoral 
education has certain features of social dysfunction. The priority task is to build a multi-
dimensional model of doctoral education functions based on sociological studies of the 
values, interests and motives of the main subjects of educational, scientific and 
innovation activities involved in the training and certification of highly qualified 
academic and research personnel. 
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Distillation  and decomposition of iron pentacarbonyl to produce a high-purity iron 
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Iron isotopes contained in natural iron are used in the following areas: 54Fe is used 

as a neutron detector; 56Fe is used in Mössbauer spectroscopy, as a standard in 

secondary ion mass spectrometry; 57Fe: in studies using Mössbauer spectroscopy, EPR, 

NMR, for the diagnosis and treatment of blood diseases and diseases associated with 

iron deficiency; 58Fe: to obtain the nucleus of the Seaborgium. Iron nanoparticles are 

used in many components of electronicsiron-containing materials are used in the 

treatment of tumors, including cancer by the method of hyperthermia; when diagnosed 

by magnetic resonance imaging, they can be used as auxiliary substances to increase 

the image contrast. 

Iron Pentacarbonyl Fe(CO)5 used to produce high purity iron is a yellow-orange 

liquid with a boiling and melting point of 103°C and -20°C, respectively. Due to such 

low melting and boiling points, pentacarbonyl iron is a suitable compound both for the 

separation of iron isotopes and for its purification from impurities. 

Fractional distillation was carried out at a temperature of 65°C and a pressure of 

60 mm Hg, the average distillation rate was 0.021 kg / (m2 • s). The target purified 

product is the middle fraction of iron pentacarbonyl. As a result of distillation, the 

content of C3-C7 hydrocarbons was reduced by 1-2 orders of magnitude, octane by 2 

times, Ni impurities by 2 orders of magnitude, Cr by an order of magnitude, Cd by half 

an order of magnitude. The mass of purified carbonyl iron is 65% of the original mass. 

To obtain high-purity iron from iron pentacarbonyl, the substance was loaded into 

a bubbler heated to a temperature of 70–80°C. The carbonyl decomposition zone in the 

reactor was heated to 270–280°C. Then, nitrogen and hydrogen flows were established. 

The decomposition of iron pentacarbonyl was carried out at the following gas flow 

rates: nitrogen - 220 ml/min, hydrogen - 24 ml/min. Vapor of iron pentacarbonyl were 

entrained by the flow of gases and transferred to the working zone of the reactor. 

To remove impurities of carbon, carbide, and iron oxide after stopping the supply 

of carbonyl to the decomposition apparatus, the resulting iron powder was annealed in 

a stream of hydrogen for one hour at a temperature of 350°C. 

The content of impurities in the resulting sample was: Si - at the level of 10-3 

wt.%, Mn, Ni, Ba, W - <10-4 wt.%, Ti, Cu, Ca, Na, Mg, Zn, Cr, Co - <10-5 wt.%, Which 

is 1-2 orders of magnitude less than in the sample of industrial carbonyl iron. In 

addition, the content of nickel impurities is half an order of magnitude, and chromium 

is an order of magnitude lower than their content in the carbonyl iron sample presented 

at the Exhibition-Collection of High Purity Substances. 
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Spectroscopic, thermodynamic and thermal investigations of compounds of 

pyrochlore structure 

 

Blokhina A.G., Knyazev A.V., Demidov D.N., Zhakupova A.A., Zhakupov R.M. 
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MIAVBVIO6∙nH2O  (MI –H3O, Li, Na, K, Rb, Cs, Tl; AV –V, Nb, Sb, Ta, BVI= 

W, Te; n=0,1) tungsten and tellurium oxides of complex nature that crystallize in 

pyrochlore-like structures are the representatives of promising inorganic materials that 

are widely exploited for manufacturing of novel functional materials.  

 The oxides in question are different in composition due to their considerable 

isomorphic capacity. That being said, the composition of that class of compounds 

might be varied in a wide range to tailor their properties.  

 It is well known, that complex oxides comprised of tungsten, tellurium, elements 

of the fifth group and an alkali metal exhibit high values of ionic conductivities, which 

makes them eligible for the design of novel ceramic ionic conductors that are engaged 

in the fuel cells, sensors, etc. Those materials operated under harsh conditions, they 

should be resistant towards physical strain, corrosion, temperature variations and other 

sources of exposure.  

 From the perspective of the material science, physicochemical characteristics of 

the object should be taken a close look at in addition to collecting information about 

the properties of the substance. Lack of the former impedes the further design of a 

novel material, as its exploitation behavior seems impossible to project. 

 Having outlined the problem, the research oriented towards optimization of 

synthetic routines was conducted, so that the novel representatives of this class were 

obtained . The correlation between structure of the compounds and their properties has 

been revealed. On top of that, the objects were investigated thermodynamically and 

spectroscopically. The thermophysical examination has also been implemented. 

Obtained results related to the features of structure formation, chemical and 

thermal stability, temperature of the phase transition, thermal expansion, 

thermodynamic characteristics lay the basis of the design of the novel materials 

possessing chosen properties. The data including spectroscopical, physicochemical and 

thermodynamic characteristics might be taken advantage of for modelling of multiple 

chemical processes with employment of the studied compounds. Hence, the data will 

be of every use if included in the relevant databases, supplementary materials for 

inorganic chemistry and chemical thermodynamics. 
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Complex defects in а со-doping crystal LiNbO3: Mg (5.05 mol%):Fe (0.009mol%) 

 

Bobreva L.A., Sidorov N.V., Palatnikov M.N., Masloboeva S.M. 

Tananaev Institute of Chemistry - Subdivision of the Federal Research Centre «Kola 

Science Centre of the Russian Academy of Sciences» 

E-mail: bobreva@chemy.kolasc.net.ru 

 

Nonlinear optical single crystals of lithium niobate (LiNbO3) are used in optical 

signal processing. The co-doping of crystals by "non-photorefractive" Mg2+ ions and 

"photorefractive" Fe3+ ions enables obtaining of materials with a fast photorefractive 

response and a high resistance to optical damage. Despite the huge practical and 

scientific interest in single crystal of LiNbO3, some of its structural features have not 

been thoroughly investigated. The effect of these features on physical characteristics 

of the crystal is also not investigated. The presence in the structure of LiNbO3 single 

crystals hydroxyl of OH groups leads to the formation of complex defects in the crystal 

structure: VLi-OH-, Me-OH-, Me-OH-Me. These defects affect a crystal optical 

stability and photorefractive properties [1].  

We have grown LiNbO3: Mg (5.05%): Fe (0.009 mol.%) by the Czochralski 

method in air from a congruent melt (48.6 mol.% Li2O). The method of homogeneous 

doping of the precursor Nb2O5 was used to produce a doped charge. The method of 

homogeneous doping allows us to introduce a large concentration of dopant into the 

crystal. The distribution coefficient of the dopant has the value Kd> 1 [22]. Thus, it is 

possible to significantly reduce the photorefractive effect. 

We have analyzed the incorporation of Mg2+ and Fe3+ doping ions on a 

homogeneously doped LiNbO3: Mg (5.05 mol%): Fe (0.009 mol%) crystal. 

We investigated the photoinduced scattering of light in a crystal and conoscopic 

pictures. We carried out studies of complex defects in the LiNbO3: Mg (5.05 mol.%): 

Fe (0.009 mol.%) crystal by the IR absorption spectra in the valence vibration region 

of OH groups. Different positions of the OH groups in crystal indicates different values 

of the quasi-elastic bonds of hydrogen with the oxygen atom in vacant octahedra and 

octahedra occupied by the main (Li+, Nb5+) and doping cations Mg2+ and Fe3+. We 

found that the IR absorption spectrum of the LiNbO3: Mg (5.05): Fe (0.009 mol%) 

crystal is substantially (by 50 cm-1) shifted into the high-frequency region compared to 

the IR spectrum of LiNbO3cong crystal. This shift is related to the achievement of the 

second threshold concentration by the dopant Mg2+ in the LiNbO3:Mg (5.05): Fe (0.009 

mol%) crystal and the appearance of complex defects of the type FeNb-OH-MgLi and 

MgLi-MgNb-OH-. 
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Obtaining and studying the biocompatibility of bismuth-apatite ceramics  
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Calcium phosphates of different structural types are 

usually used for making artificial bone implants. It can be 

explained by the fact that the main mineral part of natural 

bones of mammals is Ca5(PO4)3OH – hydroxyapatite. 

Bismuth contained compounds is well-known in medicine as 

a antimicrobial agents. Using Bi-containing apatites is the 

way to combine Bi antimicrobial properties with absolute 

biocompatibility of apatite crystal structure.  

In practical use of apatite as a material for bone implants, 

it is supposed its interaction with mesenchymal series cells in 

vivo. The aim of present work was to develop a new approach 

to synthesis of inorganic Bi-compound, characterize it and 

checked its compatibility with human mesenchymal stromal 

cells. The sample of Bi-apatite was synthesized via solid state 

reaction. To obtain ceramic samples, apatite powder was 

mixed with ammonium carbonate and was pressed under 5 

atm using hydraulic press and calcined. To study the 

biological response of mammalian cells to the effect of the 

test material on the in vitro model, a direct contact method 

was used, since the material is intended for use in direct 

prolonged contact with blood and tissues. As a test cell 

culture, human mesenchymal stromal cells (MSC) were used. 

72 hours after sowing the cells, a large number of blue-

colored cell nuclei are fixed on the specimens (Figure 1a). 

When using coloration with calcein, a large number of 

fluorescent cells are determined on the surface of the samples 

(Figure 1b). The microporosity of the material will allow the circulation of biological 

fluids, increase the surface area and accelerate the degradation process. Interconnected 

pores will create capillary nets that will actively promote the penetration of cells and 

nutrients into the central part of the implant. Macroporosity will ensure the penetration 

of cells and vessels and the subsequent ingrowth of bone. Adhesion of MSC to the test 

material and maintenance of the cells with a characteristic morphology when they are 

cultivated on it in vitro indicates that in the future (in vivo) Bi-apatite-based implants 

will promote the regeneration of damaged bone. 

Figure 1. Nuclei of human 

mesenchymal stromal 

cells on the surface and in 

the volume of the apatite 

sample (a). Human 

mesenchymal stromal 

cells on the surface and in 

the volume of the ceramic 

apatite sample: blue - the 

cell nuclei (colored using 

Hoechst 3334); green - 

cytoplasm (colored using 

Calcein AM) (b). 
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Synthesis of RuO2 by atomic layer deposition 
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The application of ruthenium dioxide with the use of ALD technology is a 

complex multi-parameter process in which only the optimal balance of all modes will 

allow to obtain a high-quality coating. Often the process leads to the formation of 

irregular “island” films, which cannot be completely smoothed, even with an increase 

in the number of cycles. The growth rate of the ruthenium dioxide film is very low and 

is in the range of 0.2-1 A / cycle. In theses are presented the optimal mode for obtaining 

an ideal film of RuO2. 

 
Table 1. Parameters of the ASO process for obtaining RuO2 

process step precursor 

number 

of 

cycles 

process 

temperature, °C 

time of pulse / 

pause / purge 

H2O, ms 

time of pulse 

/ pause / 

purge Ru 

(EtCp) 2, ms 

time of pulse 

/ pause / 

purge O2, ms 

1. Substrate 

surface 

activation (Та) 

H2O и O2 100 236 200/700/50 - 200/700/50 

2. Application 

of RuO2 

Ru(EtC)2 

и O2 
700 220 - 

1000/3000/1

000 

10000/5000/

1000 

 

The application of ruthenium dioxide with the use of ASO technology is a 

complex multi-parameter process in which only the optimal balance of all modes will 

allow to obtain a high-quality coating. Often the process leads to the formation of 

irregular “island” films, which cannot be completely smoothed, even with an increase 

in the number of cycles. The growth rate of the ruthenium dioxide film is very low and 

is in the range of 0.2-1 A / cycle. The paper presents the optimal mode for obtaining 

an ideal film of RuO2. 
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Nanocomposites based on wide-gap metal oxides and semiconductor quantum 

dots for gas sensing applications 

 

Chizhov A.S.1, Drozdov K.A.1, Batuk M.2, Khmelevsky N.O.3, Maltseva L.N.1, 

Rumyantseva M.N.1 
1 Lomonosov Moscow State University, Moscow, Russia  

2University of Antwerp, Antwerp, Belgium 
3Moscow State Technological University Stankin, Moscow, Russia 

E-mail: art358b@gmail.com 

Gas sensors, which principle of operation is based on a reversible change in 

electrical resistance depending on atmosphere composition are promising because of 

their simplicity of construction, low cost and high sensitivity. One of the drawbacks of 

resistive-type gas sensors based on wide-gap metal oxide layers is the high power 

consumption associated with the need to heat the sensitive layer to a temperature of 

200-500oC. The promising approach to reduce energy consumption is replace heating 

by light irradiation. To enhance the exposure of visible light, the wide-gap metal oxides 

can be combined with various substances that strongly absorb light in this range 

(molecules of dyes, plasmon particles of metals, nanoparticles of semiconductors), 

which act as sensitizers. 

This report discusses the use of semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) as sensitizers 

of metal oxides for visible-light activated gas sensing. In this work, CsPbX3 (where 

X=Cl, Br, I) 10-20 nm cubic-shaped colloidal QDs were synthesized by hot-injection 

method, their crystal structure was characterized by XRD and the chemical 

composition was characterized by XPS. Optical absorption and PL spectra were 

recorded for hexane sol of CsPbX3 QDs. Metal-oxide (MOx) nanocrystalline SnO2, 

In2O3 and ZnO were synthesized by sol-gel method. The MOx/QDs_CsPbX3 

nanocomposites were obtained by controlled dropping of QDs CsPbX3 hexane sol on 

the thick MOx film. The size and morphology of CsPbX3 QDs and MOx/QDs_CsPbX3 

nanocomposites were studied using HAADF-STEM and EDX maps were acquired. 

The spectral dependence of the photoconductivity of ZnO/QDs_CsPbX3 

nanocomposites was studied in range of 390-650 nm. For the first time, we used all-

inorganic lead halide perovskite QDs as sensitizers for resistive gas sensors and 

investigated the gas-sensitive properties of the obtained nanocomposites MOx/CsPbX3 

(MOx=SnO2, In2O3, ZnO; X=Cl, Br or I) under blue LED illumination (λmax=470 nm) 

in the temperature range 25-100oC. It was found that the nanocomposites demonstrate 

the sensor response at lighting and room temperature to NO2 in range of 0.1-3.0 ppm. 

The obtained results are compared with the our previous studies of metal oxides 

sensitized with QDs CdSe [1].  

Acknowledgement: the reported study was funded by RFBR according to the research 

project № 18-33-01004. 
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The hybrid inorganic-organic compounds with perovskite-like topology are of 

great promise due to their interesting physicochemical properties, such as magnetic, 

electric or even multiferroic. Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) are porous materials 

built of metal ions connected via organic ligands forming extended flexible structures, 

which have attracted a lot of attention due to their potential applications in gas storage, 

gas separation, catalysis and drug delivery [1]. The most intense studied compound are 

those containing formate moieties as ligands. These materials with general formula 

[AH+][M(HCOO)3] (where AH+ = methylammonium, azetidinium, guanidinium, 

dimethylammonium, imidazolium ions) exhibit long-range canted antiferromagnetic 

order at low temperatures and undergo ferroelectric phase transitions associated with 

orientational ordering of templated cations located in the cavities of the framework [2]. 

Well-known examples of multifunctional MOFs are dimethyammonium-metal 

formates (DMA-M) [3]. Previous studies have shown that protonated -NH2 groups of 

DMA+ cations form hydrogen bonds with the oxygen atoms of the formate frameworks. 

However, at room temperature these H-bonds are too weak to overcome thermally 

activated rotational motion of DMA+ ions and their dynamical disorder within three 

symmetrically equivalent positions is observed. Decreasing of temperature causes 

ordering of dimethylammonium cations due to the freezing of their reorientational 

motions. Such behavior leads to a symmetry changing and occurring the ferroelectric 

phase transition in these materials [3].  

We present structural, dielectric and vibrational studies of hydrogen and 

deuterated samples of MOFs with perovskite-like topology: 

[(CH3)2NH2][Zn(HCOO)3], [(CH3)2NH2][Zn(DCOO)3] and 

[(CD3)2ND2][Zn(DCOO)3] We discuss the role of N-H...O and N-D...O bonds in the 

mechanism of the observed structural phase transition. 
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"X-ray methods for studying single crystals 

 by the Laue method "(Laboratory practice). 
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According to the educational standard (FSES HVE) learning process should 

consist of a lecture course and a laboratory practical work. One of the targets of the 

latter is the acquisition of skills of independent work with laboratory equipment and 

devices. However, due to circumstances, the fulfillment of this requirement is very 

often not feasible and the laboratory practical is reduced to performing calculations on 

the results obtained in previous years.  This also applies to materials science, in 

particular, the study of materials by X-ray diffraction analysis. 

In connection with the creation and accessibility of radiation-safe devices such as 

RDU "KROS-3" and DR "Promkontrol", which according to the Expert Opinion "are 

exempt from radiation monitoring and accounting and the need to obtain a license to 

work with them", it is possible to implement a laboratory practical on "X-ray methods 

in materials science" in full requirements of the FSES HVE. 

A laboratory practical on "X-ray techniques in the study of single crystals by the Laue 

method" has been developed in SMTU, which provides for an independent conduct of  

X-ray  photography and subsequent calculations by students. 

The aim of the workshop is to introduce students to X-ray methods, and equipment 

used materials science specialists in the practice of research and production control of 

single crystal products. 

This laboratory course includes 3 laboratory works: 

Work №1.  Determination of single crystal orientation by the Laue method using 

epigrams. 

Work №2.  Determination of subgrain disorientation in single crystals and single 

crystal products. 

Work №3.  Determination of the orientation of the slide traces and orientation factors 

of existing systems in samples for mechanical testing. 

The report presents the device "KROS-3" and the principle of its operation; the 

technique of shooting epigrams with a detailed description of the actions independently 

performed by students; methods of processing the results of the survey (calculation), 

set out in such a way that students understand what is happening at each stage of the 

work. 
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Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) are composed of self-assembled metal ions or 

clusters and organic ligands, which are regarded as promising candidates for gas 

sorption, gas separation, sensors, catalysis and other applications due to their ultrahigh 

surface area and porosity [1]. Zeolitic imidazolate frameworks (ZIFs) are a type of 

MOF structures with uniform pore size and excellent chemical stability. Among them, 

the bimetallic ZIFs have demonstrated enhanced performance compared to the 

homometallic ZIF-67 (Co(MeIm)2) and ZIF-8 (Zn(MeIm)2), mainly because 

bimetallic ZIFs have larger surface area and higher porosities [2]. 

In this work, rhombic dodecahedral shaped Zn/Co-ZIF and core-shelled ZIF-

67@ZIF-8, with uniform particle size of 1 μm and 380 nm respectively, were 

successfully prepared at room temperature. The as-synthesized Zn/Co-ZIF and ZIF-

67@ZIF-8 have larger surface area (1904 and 2030 m²/g respectively) than most of the 

reported ZIF-8 materials and have enhanced H2 and CO2 adsorption capabilities.  

It is also noticed that hollow MOFs with sophisticated structure have the capability of 

incorporating other functional materials and allow fast diffusion of molecules into or 

out of the hollow structure [3]. However, the synthesis of hollow MOFs with a facile, 

mild and efficient method remains challenging. Thus, a mild chemical etching process 

was employed to introduce hollow interior to further expand its functionality. The 

hollow structure was found to be tunable with different etching time. Hollow Zn/Co-

ZIF and hollow ZIF-67@ZIF-8 are expected to have larger surface area and greater gas 

sorption performance, which is promising in gas adsorption and gas phase catalysis. 
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the texture-deformation influence 
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To increase magnetic induction in anisotropic electrical-sheet steels with cube-

on-edge (110)[001] crystallographic texture by means of rolling and annealing of tapes. 

However, such method results in the formation of coarse crystallites (~ 50 mm) and 

wide stripe 180° magnetic domains. In the samples of such steel, the magnetization 

reversal is featured by high velocities of the domain-wall motion and eddy-current 

magnetic losses. The fraction of eddy-current magnetic losses can make up to 80% the 

total magnetic losses for the magnetization reversal, depending on the perfection of the 

crystallographic texture and the material thickness [1]. Therefore, lowering the width 

of magnetic domains and, consequently, velocities of motion of their walls upon the 

magnetization reversal is a topical problem. 

The crystal and magnetic structure and texture of the electrical-sheet 0.05 – 0.8 

mm thick can be improved via different treatments. The effect of local laser treatment 

(LLT), which results in the formation of magnetic stray fields of zones of thermal 

deformation on spaced by a gap smaller than the size of crystallites and application of 

inorganic magnetically active (stretching a metal) electrically insulating coatings (EC), 

which lead to decreasing the volume of domains with the transverse orientation of 

magnetization [2], the domain structure and magnetic losses in electrical-sheet steels  

and transformer cores has been studied. A combined method of optimization of the 

magnetic domain structure, magnetic flux, and functional characteristics of anisotropic 

electrical-sheet steels with a medium level of magnetic properties in designs of 

electrical magnetic circuits is proposed. It is established that the local laser treatment 

results in refinement of magnetic domains (as for instance 3-4), which leads to a 

significant lowering of magnetic losses, e.g. by 15–25% in electrical-sheet steels (A)  

and transformer cores (B) –Таble 1.  

          Table.1. Magnetic losses of Fe-3%Si steels (0.23 mm thickness) after different treatments.  

   Steel   

    type 

  Induction   

   В800, T 

                       Magnetic losses Р1.7/50, W/kg 

     Initial LLT EC EC  + LLT 

А 1.91 1.22      1.00             1.11          0.95  

В 1.88 1.26      1.09      1.13          1.02           

Among treatments are thermo-magnetic annealing, which magnetic texture in 

addition to the uniaxial crystallographic texture. 

Acknowledgement: the work was carried the theme «Magnit» and «Diagnostics».  
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Relationship of antioxidant activity and polymolecular properties  
of polyphenols from the arctic brown algae 
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The aim of the research is to determine the dependence of antioxidant activity on 
the molecular weight of florotanninus from Arctic brown algae. The polyphenol 
fraction was obtained using a method developed by the authors. The method involves 
the extraction of defatted algae with water, followed by a liquid-liquid extraction of the 
aqueous phase with a mixture of ethyl acetate and isobutanol. 

Sequential use of the solvent system with increasing polarity allowed for the 
selective separation of monomeric, oligomeric and polymeric phenols into fractions on 
the column filled with Sephadex LH-20. Fractions with relatively high yield and purity 
(more than 95 % polyphenols) were detected. The interrelation of antioxidant activity 
and molecular weight of algal polyphenolic components has been established. The 
greatest activity is observed for fractions characterized by molecular masses in the 
range of 8–18 kDa, a further increase in this property leads to a tendency to decrease 
the activity of the samples, probably due to the mutual shielding of the reducing centers 
of the phlorotannins due to conformational changes of macromolecules caused by the 
formation of intramolecular and intermolecular hydrogen bonds. In accordance with 
the data of liquid chromatography–mass spectrometry, the most active fractions are 
enriched with phlorotannin oligomers with three to eight phloroglucinol units. 

 
Figure 1. The dependence of the antioxidant activity polyphenol subfractions on the average 

molecular weight 

The analysis of the composition and polymolecular properties of the obtained 

fractions showed the presence of polyphenolic compounds in the mass range from 374 

Da (trimers) to 994 Da (octamers), which differ by 124 Da, which corresponds to the 

phloroglucin molecule. 

Acknowledgment: the study was carried out with the financial support of the Ministry 
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project No. 4.3273.2017 / PCh. with using the equipment of the Joint Center of scientific 

equipment "Arctic" of the Northern (Arctic) Federal University named after M.V. 

Lomonosov. 
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Polylactides (PLAs) are eco-friendly polymers which are receiving much interest 

due to their ability to degrade under the action of biological media by hydrolytic and/or 

enzymatic cleavage followed by transformation into carbon dioxide and water [1]. 

PLAs find their application for the production of high-tech medical products, such as 

implants, pins and surgical sutures [2]. PLAs can be synthesized by ring-opening 

polymerization of lactides which is more preferable to obtain a high molecular weight 

PLA than polycondensation of lactic acid [3–5]. This study continues the series of 

works aimed at lactic acid transformations [6] and describes the two-pathway lactide 

synthesis through alkyl lactates oligomerization with following olygoesters 

decomposition catalyzed by cerium (III), neodymium (III) and samarium (III) 

chlorides. 

 
Figure 1. Synthesis of lactide. 

 

It turned out that cerium chloride possesses a maximum catalytic activity in ethyl- 

and iso-propyl olygoesters depolymerization. At the same time varying of the 

CeCl3(H2O)7 amount in the range of 1–4 mol. % lets find its optimal concentration for 

the maximum yield of lactide. Gradual pressure decrease from 6.7 to 0.67 kPa along 

with increasing of temperature from 180 to 230 ºC gives rise of lactide content in the 

sublimated fraction up to 99% while the degree of racemization prove to be ca. 20%. 

Acknowledgement: this work was supported by the Russian Foundation for Basic 

Research (grant No. 18-43-520006). 
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The vapor pressure of seven-, eight- and nine-membered cyclic imines has been 

measured by the transpiration technique. The enthalpy of vaporization of the 

compounds was derived using obtained experimental data.  

 
Table 1. The dataset of enthalpies of vaporization of cyclic imines, kJ·mol-1. 

Imines Ma T-range, K 

mHg

l at Tav 

mHg

l at 298.15 K Ref 

hexamethylene- 

S 273.2-313.2 44.7 44.3 c [1] 

S 273.1-313.2 44.50.1 44.30.2 [2] 

n/a 333.0-408.0 39.3 43.8 c [3] 

n/a 363.0-407.0 39.5 45.0 c [3] 

K 334.6 51.50.3 [49.20.5] [4] 

T 275.3-321.2 44.50.3 44.40.8 this work 

   44.30.2 average b 

heptamethylene- 

S 273.2-312.2 46.4 46.0 c [1] 

S 273.2-313.5 46.40.1 46.00.2 [2] 

n/a 273.0-313.0 46.4 46.0 c [3] 

T 276.1-324.9 47.30.4 47.41.0 this work 

   46.10.2 average b 

octamethylene- T 274.6-323.4 51.70.3 51.60.8 this work 
a Methods: S – static method; T – transpiration method; K - Calvet high-temperature microcalorimetry, n/a - unknown.  
b Average values were calculated using the uncertainty of the experiment as a weighing factor. c The error for the 

vaporization enthalpy values described via the Antoine equation is accepted to be 1.0 kJmol-1. The value of 

mHg

l , 

referenced in parenthesis, has not been included in calculations. Recommended values are given in bold. 
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Hydroxyapatite (HA), as well as the other calcium phosphates (CPs), has been widely 

used in orthopedic and dental implant applications because of its excellent biocompatibility. 

It is known that bone is a composite material majorly consists of calcium phosphates and 

collagen. One approach to creating biomaterials is based on the principle of similarity. 

Therefore, the study of new mineral/polymer composites is of particular interest. 

Polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) is a synthetic polymer applied as an artificial substitute for blood 

plasma. The advantage of PVP, as well as other synthetic polymers is the absence of 

pathogenic factors in the materials. Composites based on PVP with HA are promising as 

materials for medical applications as a material that combines biocompatibility with the lack 

of fragility, that inherent to CPs ceramics. 

The dried polyvinylpyrrolidone films are very fragile and water-soluble. To 

increase the elasticity and stability of polymeric materials, their cross-linking is carried 

out by polyvalent metal cations. However, PVP does not contain carboxyl groups 

which could provide such cross-linking. Therefore, we added sodium alginate, which 

is easily and quickly crosslinked by ions of polyvalent metals. Besides calcium, Ba2+ 

and Fe3+ ions are applied in this work for alginate cross-linking. 

We studied the conditions for obtaining calcium phosphates with a ratio of Ca/P 

equal to 1 and 1.67 and pH 5,5 and 9,0 respectively in PVP solutions containing 

different amounts of sodium alginate. The role of the acidity of the reaction mixture, 

the ratio of reagents, temperature and properties of the obtained composite materials 

were investigated. Film materials were obtained by casting on a polypropylene 

substrate. Porous bulk materials were obtained by lyophilization of water gels. Partially 

crosslinked with barium chloride and iron salicylate films from PVP blends with 

sodium alginate, as well as films from PVP blends with sodium alginate containing 

synthesized in situ nanosize CPs particles were obtained. The microstructure and 

strength of the obtained film materials were studied. 

The phase composition of CPs synthesized in situ in aqueous solutions of PVP 

was studied. In accordance to XRD, at the Ca/P =1 the phase composition is 

represented by brushite, at the Ca/P =1.67 the apatite phase is formed. CPs particles 

are located inside the pores of 50-150 microns, in the form close to spherical. When 

brushite is introduced, the pores become elongated, the brushite crystals are located 

inside the pores. The introduction of brushite particles into the mixed matrix of alginate 

and PVP does not affect the mechanical parameters of the polymer material, but the 

cross-linking of iron salicylate dramatically increases the fragility of the composite, 

reduces its tensile characteristics and increases the modulus of elasticity. 
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Calcium phosphate ceramics is used to replace and reconstruct bone tissue over 

the past decades. When creating ceramic materials for bone implants capable of 

providing biological integration with bone tissue, it is important to search for new 

formulations of the phase composition of such materials, improve their microstructure, 

create new architectural types of macroporous structure, develop approaches to create 

materials of macropores. The most promising when creating porous ceramic materials 

with a given architecture is the method of stereolithographic printing [1]. 

In the present work, calcium phosphate (CP) powders were obtained from calcium 

lactate and dibasic ammonium phosphate at different molar ratio of Ca/P. Reaction was 

carried out in presence of water at room temperature using mechanochemical 

activation.  

The phase composition of powders after synthesis was represented by brushite 

(CaHPO4 2H2O) at Ca/P=1 and hydroxyapatite (Ca9(HPО4)(PO4)5⋅xH2O) at Ca/P=1.5. 

Powders also included reaction by-products (namely ammonium lactate 

СН3СНОНСООNН4). The phase composition of the powders after heat treatment at 

500–700oC was represented mainly by γ-Ca2P2O7 and Ca9(HPО4)(PO4)5⋅xH2O. The 

powders were colored gray after heat treatment at 500–700oC owing to the destruction 

of the reaction by-products presented in synthesized CP powders. 

The presence in the powders of related products of the reaction facilitates 

compaction during pressing, reducing the friction of the powders on the steel form. The 

colored CP powders can be used for creation of suspensions based on light-cured 

monomers intended for stereolithographic printing of high quality resolution of semi-

finished porous openwork of “polymer/inorganic powder” items which can be 

converted into ceramic structures via firing.  

The phase composition of ceramics obtained from the synthesized powders after 

calcination at 1100oС was represented by biocompatible and bioresorbable β-Ca2P2O7 

and TCP β-Ca3(PO4)2 phases. Created CP ceramics based on synthesized colored 

powders had microporous surface. This microporosity created CP ceramics will 

provide the surface roughness necessary for the adhesion of proteins and osteoblasts 

when using as implants. The resulting ceramic materials based on CP from synthetic 

powders can be used as a material for bone implants. 
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Track-etched membranes have a good opportunity to be using as implants for 

ophthalmology [1]. All implants before surgical using were sterilized. The sterilization 

process can cause the implants destruction or materials properties changes. Therefore, 

it is necessary to reliably determine their mechanical characteristics, as well as the 

patterns of the influence of the sterilization process on the change of materials 

properties. 

The aim of this research is the studying of mechanicals properties of PET track-

etched membranes after steam and gamma sterilizations. 

Materials and methods. The PET track-etched membranes were done by the 

PET film irradiating by 40Ar+8 with 41 MeV energy and chemical treatment in NaOH 

solution. The steam sterilization was conducted on steam sterilization device at a 

temperature of 132°C and pressure of 0.2 MPa. The gamma irradiation was conducted 

in doses of 1 kGy. The degree of crystallinity was determined by differential scanning 

calorimetry on a combined TGA / DSCA analyzer SDT Q600. The mechanical 

research was done on Instron 3300 (ASTM D882) according to ISO 527-2:2012. 

Results. The research showed that the gamma sterilization decreased the Young's 

modulus by 11.34%, the relative yield strength by 61.97% and the tensile stress by 

46.14% of PET track-etched membranes. The steam sterilization also decreased the 

Young's modulus by 9%, the relative yield strength by 56.5% and the tensile stress by 

46.5% of PET track-etched membranes.  

Such changes in the mechanical properties of PET track-etched membranes after 

γ-sterilization and steam sterilization are associated with the action of γ-rays and hot 

steam under pressure on the structure of track-etched membranes with a breaking of 

bonds in the polymer [2]. The sterilization influence contributes an increasing the 

polymer crystallinity degree by 7% - 15%.  

Conclution. The sterilization of PET track-etched membranes changes the track-

etched membranes mechanical properties and decreases the mechanical parameters 

such as the Young's modulus, the relative yield strength and the tensile stress. 
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Synthetic materials are widely used in modern medicine for substitution of 

damaged tissues and organs. Implants introduced into the body should resist erosion 

for a long period of time and should not contain toxic elements. Corrosion is one of the 

reasons for implant failures. The human body is a hostile environment containing 

water, complex organic compounds, proteins, amino acids, lymph, saliva, and a variety 

of ions, such as sodium, chloride, bicarbonate, oxygen, potassium, calcium and 

magnesium. Corrosion is initiated upon metal implantation in human body and its 

contact with tissue body fluid containing the described above elements, corrosion is 

induced by electrochemical interactions between the implant material and the 

mentioned chemical compounds.  

 As a result, pitting and fretting occurs. Recent studies have shown that binary Ti-

Nb alloys have good resistance to corrosion. Application of volume-doped materials is 

often uneconomical. However, the required technical requirements can be achieved by 

modifying only the surface layer of material by applying to the working surface of 

binary Ti-Nb coatings. Such system was formed by the electro-explosive method [1].  

X-ray diffraction (XRD) was used to identify the phase composition of the binary 

Ti-Nb system. It was found that this coating consists of -Ti, NbC, TiC phases. The 

cause the existence of TiC and NbC phases is undetermined 

 
Figure 1. XRD patterns of surface layer with binary Ti-Nb coating. 
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The test for electroerosion resistance in arc erosion’s conditions of CuO-Ag 

coatings is carried out at CJ20 contactors according to the order of test modes AC-3 in 

three phase circuits. Low voltage value is 400/230 В. Current frequency is 50 Hz. 

Current is until 320 A and cosφ is 0,35.  

The conductivity of the coatings was measured on the device MIKO-10. 

 
Figure 1 Characteristic relation of erosion resistance in arc erosion’s conditions between 

surface resistance values (R) and number of power cycle (N) 

 

Initial resistance values are 10,5, 7,4 and 9,6 µOhm at the 197, 123 and 200 power 

cycles for the first, the second and the third branch. With increase the number of 

number of power cycle, surface resistance values are decreasing. For the first branch, 

the surface resistance value is 6,3 µOhm at the 3059 power cycles. For the second 

branch, the surface resistance value is 4,7 µOhm at the 2956 power cycles. For the third 

branch, the surface resistance value is 5,4 µOhm at the 3211 power cycles, moreover 

this value is the least for this branch. 

Further, with an increase in the number of cycles, surface resistance increases to 

the maximum values. For the first branch, the surface resistance value is 15,6 µOhm at 

the 5015 power cycles. For the second branch, the surface resistance value is 13,3 

µOhm at the 5122 power cycles. For the third branch, the surface resistance value is 

14,3 µOhm at the 4967 power cycles. 

After, surface resistance values are decreasing. Finally, for the first branch, 

resistance value is 6,2 µOhm at the 6023 power cycles, for the second branch such 

value is 4 µOhm at the 5983 power cycles and, for the third branch, such value is 5,7 

µOhm at the 6122 power cycles. 
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Optical storage materials, one category of the most promising recording 

media, are being intensively studied in pursuit of higher data densities. 

Fluorescent switchers are attracted much interest due to their potential 

applications in optical data storage, as fluorescent biological markers and other 

molecular electronic devices. 

In this work we present a fluorescent switchable polymeric material based on 

the photochromic diarylethene 1 (2,3-bis(2,5-dimethylthiophen-3-yl)-5-

morpholinocyclopent-2-enone) and the fluorophore eosin Y (Scheme 1). 

Diarylethene 1 exhibits excellent photochromic performance in PMMA. 

Irradiation of the film by the UV light results in the appearance of a new 

absorption band at 400-700 nm attributed to the closed form of 1, leading to the 

coloration of the film. PMMA film doped with both eosin Y and 1 exhibits 

fluorescence band with the maximum at 555 nm belonging to the dye. When 

diarylethene 1 is in its open form, fluorescence is not quenched. Closed form of 

1 quenches fluorescence of the dye due to the energy transfer from excited eosin 

Y to the closed form 1b. Therefore, fluorescence emission could be modulated 

between "on" and "off" states due to photochromic isomerization. 

 
Scheme 1. Photochromic performance of diarylethene 1. 
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Polypyrrole (pPy) is widely used in various technologies as an electroactive 

polymer with high electrical conductivity and high chemical stability [1]. Proposed 

methods for deposition of pPy coatings as well as for synthesis of various PPy-

containing composite materials has opened prospects for their use in a wide range of 

practical applications, such as molecular electronics, electrochemical sensors, 

supercapacitors, etc. One of the main methods of polypyrrole synthesis is the 

electrochemical method, the essence of which consists in electro-oxidation of the 

dissolved monomer on the electrode surface with formation of a polymer film. 

Polypyrrole films synthesized by the electrochemical method have a relatively 

small window of electroactivity potentials. The authors of work [2] have revealed the 

possibility of obtaining polypyrrole having electroactivity in a wider range of 

potentials, unlike polypyrrole obtained under traditional conditions (having an 

electroactivity potential window of about 1 V). To achieve this effect, it is necessary 

to use low polypyrrole electrooxidation potentials, low monomer concentrations in the 

electropolymerization medium and multiscan of the obtained polypyrrole film in a 

monomer-free solution. 

The goal of this work was to study the effect of expanding the region of 

electroactivity potentials of polypyrrole during its multicycling using the method of 

electrochemical quartz crystal microbalance (EQCM). This method allowed to 

estimate the input and output of ions of the background electrolyte when cycling the 

polypyrrole-modified electrode. 
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Modeling of metal grains refinement under superplastic deformation conditions 
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Superplasticity is the regime of deformation, typically realizing at relatively high 
temperature and small strain rate, in which the material can undergo significant strain 
in absence of microstructural defects. Several microstructure mechanisms are working 
simultaneously during the superplastic deformation, which leads to both grain growth 
and grain refinement as a result of newly appeared grain boundaries. There are some 
models in the literature for describing this refinement [1, 2]. 

Author investigated the experimental grain size distribution functions from [3], 

where grain refinement can be observed. The modified constitutive equations by Dunne 

et al. [4, 5] are combined with the new approach to the description of grain refinement. 

It is shown that the experimental data can be successfully approximated by mean of the 

suggested model (figure 1). Advantages and disadvantages of known models in 

comparison with the proposed one are discussed [6]. 

 
Figure 1. Experimental distribution (vertically hatched area) compared with distribution, calculated 

using the author's model (horizontally hatched area). Grayed area – calculated without refinement. 
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One of the urgent tasks of materials science is the creation of new multifunctional 

aerogel type biomaterials. There are numerous methods for obtaining gel-like 

structures based on biopolymers such as the method of graft copolymerization [1] and 

the various types of crosslinks [2, 3]. One of the promising methods is the interpolymer 

complexation method [4,5]. 

The purpose of this work is to obtain hydrogels and aerogels based on the sodium 

alginate – chitosan interpolymer complex (IPEC ALNa – CT) and to study their 

structural and mechanical properties. 

IPEC ALNa – CT is formed due to the formation of ionic bonds between the 

carboxyl groups of the pyranose L-guluronic acid cycles of the adjacent ALNa polymer 

chains and the amino groups of CT, as well as hydrogen bonds, dispersion interactions 

[5]. 

This work shows that the dependence of the viscosity of hydrogels on the 

composition of the complex is of an extreme nature. With the stoichiometric ratio of 

ALNa and CT, a three-dimensional gel network is formed. Under these conditions, the 

ζ - potential is zero. The resulting system refers to pseudoplastic; under the action of 

shear, the viscosity decreases. 

Subsequent drying of the gel under supercritical conditions, after replacing the 

water in the hydrogel with an organic solvent, results in an aerogel with preserving the 

initial morphology of the wet gel [6]. The aerogel based the stoichiometric IPEC ALNa 

– CT of the equimolar composition is a fibrous material with a developed mesoporous 

structure. 
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Universal express methods for analysis of heat-resistant nickel alloys using 

atomic emission spectrometry with inductively coupled plasma (AES-ICP) and glow 

discharge (AES-GD) have been developed. The new methods for determining the 

contents: Al, B, Ce, Co, Cu, Hf, Fe, Mg, Mn, Mo, Nb, Si, Ta, Ti, W, V, Zr favorably 

differ from the previously proposed the ability to simultaneously determine a large set 

of elements in a wide range of concentrations from 0.0005 to 30%.  

Comparison samples are required for analysis by method AES-GD. The absence 

of a set of standard samples of the composition of studied alloys to determine list of 

elements limits the choice of the method of analysis. 

The optimal research method for solving these problems is AES-ICP. New 

methods for rapid dissolution of samples, using the microwave system Mars 5, have 

been offered. The optimal composition of acids: 2M HCl + H3PO4 (without the use of 

hydrofluoric acid) was chosen for long-term storage of solutions (retention in solutions 

of refractory elements) for their subsequent use as reference samples to establish the 

reproducibility of the technological process. Optimal analytical parameters for 

determining the elements were chosen. The influence of matrix elements (nickel and 

chromium) and methods of its elimination were studied. To eliminate the matrix 

interference due to the changing concentration of the matrix element, the interactive 

matrix matching method was used. This made it possible to determine the main 

alloying components (Cr, Ti, Al, Mo, Nb, Ta, W) and impurities (Hf, Si, Mn, Fe, Mg, 

B, Ce, Cu, Zr) without preliminary separation of the matrix and without using solid 

standard samples with good metrological characteristics. The relative standard 

deviation (Sr) is 0.05-0.005 at the element content from 1 to 30% and does not exceed 

0.20 at the element content from 0.0005 to 0.1%.  

It was shown, that the method of the AES –ICP is the dominant for determining 

the content of elements from 10-4 to n%. The method of AES-GD is preferable at the 

determination of high concentrations from10-2% and above.  

New methods of analytical control were used to correct the processes of melting 

alloys by vacuum induction melting, compacting capsules and welding process with 

other heat-resistant alloys, which will ensure the performance of work on the 

improvement of metal compounds in liquid rocket engines.   
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It is known that the non-molecular (cluster and bulk polymeric) forms of nitrogen 

in which atoms are connected by the single or double bonds are metastable with respect 

to N2 molecules. Therefore, when these bonds are broken, a significant amount of 

energy is released. This is also true for the nitrogen-containing compounds in which 

the nitrogen atoms are linked by the single bonds or are not directly linked to each other 

at all. Due to this fact, such compounds are considered as the basis for energy-efficient 

fuel. The relative weakness of single and double N-N bonds makes it difficult to 

synthesize these compounds, as well as non-molecular forms of nitrogen. Nevertheless, 

cluster N4 [1], charged clusters N3 and N5 [2–4], as well as amorphous and crystalline 

bulk structures of the non-molecular nitrogen [5] have been successfully synthesized 

so far. A substantial part of the considered forms of non-molecular nitrogen are 

unstable under normal conditions and can be formed only at extreme pressures and 

temperatures that make their practical use impossible. 

Therefore, we conducted a search for the new nitrogen compounds that could be 

stable under normal conditions. Our calculations showed that the fullerene-like 

nitrogen clusters are unstable, i.e., for nitrogen clusters, the common isolated pentagon 

rule is not performed. Therefore, we have considered a number of closed nitrogen 

structures consisting of triangles, squares, and pentagons. Among them we found stable 

structures, some of them were proposed for the first time. We also showed that the 

zigzag-type nitrogen nanotubes can be stable (an example of such nanotube is shown 

in Fig.1) and found their electronic and structural characteristics.  

 
Figure 1. An example of the capped zigzag nitrogen nanotube. 
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Carbon fibers and composite materials based on it are among the most required 

on the market of construction and functional materials due to its unique properties and 

parameters. Such materials are widely used in aerospace and marine industry as well 

in building, production of sport equipment and medical accessories. 

This work is devoted to the discussion of the modern market of carbon fiber and 

its precursors in Russia and abroad. The main trends in the field of carbon fiber 

production are marked out and discussed. 

The general methods of carbon fibers production and of synthesis of its precursors 

are considered. The dependences of the properties of the formed materials on the 

structure and parameters of its precursors are discussed. The main focus is placed on 

the use of the methods of controlled polymerization for obtaining of carbon fiber 

precursors in various media. The comparison of the efficiency of the main methods of 

controlled radical polymerization (stable free radical polymerization, reversible 

addition-fragmentation chain transfer, atom transfer radical polymerization) for 

obtaining of the well-defined polymers with high value of molecular weight and narrow 

polydispersity is provided. The influence of introduction of various comonomers on 

the molecular weight parameters and the properties of the obtained polyacrylonitrile 

samples is discussed. 

It was established that polymerization via atom transfer mechanism is the most 

effective way for obtaining of polyacrylonitrile-based carbon fiber precursor 

demanding by modern industry. The influence of the nature of metal atom and its ligand 

environment as well as the solvent, temperature and other parameters of the 

polymerization process on the properties of the formed copolymers was investigated. 

The peculiarities of copolymerization of acrylonitrile with other acrylic comonomers 

with the use of organic catalysts in accordance with Metal Free ATRP mechanism are 

considered. 

The regularities of formation of carbon fiber from polyacrylonitrile-based 

precursors as well as peculiarities of its stretching, termooxidative stabilization and 

carbonization are discussed. The parameters of precursor having impact on the strength 

and other essential properties of carbon fibers are evaluated. 
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Tungsten carbide nanopowders (30-80 nm) were prepared by plasma-chemical 

method using tungsten oxide as starting materials, and further used to consolidate WC-

Co composites by vacuum sintering. The sintering behavior of obtained composite 

powders was investigated and experimental results reveal that WC- Co composite 

powders exhibit high sintering activity and nanosized vanadium, chromium or tantalum 

carbide additions could effectively suppress the grain growth of prepared WC-Co 

compacts. 

The effect of green density, sintering temperature and time hold on phase 

composition, density and microstructure of WC-Co composites were studied using X-

ray diffraction, scanning electron microscopy and density measurements. The sintering 

temperature was varied in the range from 800°C to 1480°C. It is established that 

Co6W6C carbide phase is formed as a result of sintering of the initial powder mixture 

with low carbon content and high concentration of oxygen. 

When WC-10mass%Co-0.7mass%VC samples were sintered by conventional 

liquid phase sintering at 1380°C, densification to more than 97% of the relative density 

was obtained after 1 h sintering. However, when similar samples were pre-sintered in 

a solid state before liquid phase sintering, the samples were densified to more than 99% 

of the relative density under the same conditions. As a result of the increasing of 

density, the Vickers hardness of the pre-sintered sample was higher.  

 
Figure 1. Two stage vacuum sintering. 

Table 1. The hardness, toughness and grain size of WC-Co composites  

Sample* Co, mass% VС, mass% Density, 

g/сm3 

Hv, GPA К1с, 

MPa·m1/2 

d, 

µm 

WC-Co-VC 10 0,7 14,1 16.6 (±3%) 7.2 0.2-2 

WC-Co 10 - 14,4 13.7 (±2%) - 1-5 
*for samples sintered at 1430°С, 1 h 
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Polypyrrole (pPy) polymer materials attract much attention of researchers due to 

their original properties [1-3]. The overwhelming majority of papers on 

electrodeposited polypyrrole arrives to the conclusion that the resulting conjugated 

polymer possesses an electrochemical activity potential region of about 1 V in width. 

Such a narrow window of potentials of electroactivity is a disadvantage of this material, 

limiting its applicability. However, it was mentioned in [4] that using low deposition 

potentials and low monomer concentrations quite different polypyrrole films can be 

prepared, which exhibit electroactivity in a wider range of potentials. This change is 

irreversible and can occur either immediately after synthesis (electropolymerization) 

or during repeated cycling of the film in an extended range of potentials. 

The goal of this work is to study and to optimize the method of electrodeposition 

of polypyrrole under non-conventional conditions (ensuring a low rate of polymer 

formation on the electrode surface), as well as to investigate the structure and properties 

of the obtained promising materials. To do this, we have studied the conditions in 

which there is an extension of the electroactivity region of polypyrrole for the 

subsequent purposeful enhancement of this effect (varied and measured parameters: 

concentration of pyrrole during electrodeposition within a sub-mmol range, low 

oxidation potential, small thickness of the polymer coating, multi-scan parameters of 

the obtained polymer film). 
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Investigated the laws of multi-scale structural changes of the atomic order in 
aluminum alloy AD-1 after intense cold plastic deformation by rolling in the traditional 
way on smooth rolls or on rolls with relief grooves, contributing to the realization of 
deformation with a shift. The presence of four types of fractions of the structure, which 
differ in scale and perfection of the atomic order, is revealed: crystallographic planes 
with long-range atomic order; nanoscale, D = 100-300Å, fragments of planes with 
outlined long-range order; smaller, D = 20-30Å, groups of atoms of amorphous 
structure; the least ordered structural fraction in the form of an intercluster medium, 
which retains only the short-range atomic order, 2–3 interatomic distances, 10 Å. The 
presence of diffuse halo bands in the region of the intense Debye lines indicates phase 
transitions of the order → disorder type with the formation of from one to three groups 
of amorphous clusters with a dominant, on a nanoscale, atomic order characteristic of 
families of the (111), (220) and (311) planes crystalline aluminum. For traditional 
rolling, the development of large clusters of 50–500 Å in size has been revealed; 
however, when using rolls with relief grooves, the difference in cluster sizes is half 
that, 50–250 Å.  

 
Figure 1. Diffraction patterns from aluminum samples after rolling in different modes using rolls: (a) 

- traditional, “smooth barrel”; (b – d) -conventional: (b) - with longitudinal grooves; (c) - with 

transverse grooves, (d) - alternately with longitudinal and transverse grooves. 
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Plasma modification of surface allows to change the surface properties (adhesion, 

wettability) of films and to sterilize the polymer films. 
The aim of this work is the study of low temperature plasma influence on the 

polylactic acid films surface properties. 

Materials and methods. The polylactic acid films were obtained by dissolving 

of polylactic acid PL10 (PURAC, Netherlands) in a solvent of trichloromethane 

(CHCl3) (EKOS-1, Russia). The resulting 1% solution in an amount of 10 g was poured 

into Petri dishes and left for 2-3 days. The films thickness was 20±0,1 μm. The plasma 

modification of polylactic acid films was done with using the experimental low 

temperature plasma device. The plasma treatment time of each film surface was 30, 60 

and 90 seconds. The surface topography and the roughness of polylactic acid films 

were studied on atomic force microscopy (AFM) "Solver-HV".  

Results. The polylactic acid films had two different sides: front side was more 

relief, backside was smoother. The plasma increased the roughness of polylactic acid 

films by 2.4 times (plasma treatment time was 90 seconds). The asymmetry parameter 

of all samples was Rsk<|1.5| (Tabl. 1). All samples had the left side asymmetry. 
Table 1. The roughness parameters of polylactic acid films surfaces (the scanning area was 30*30 μm2) 
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Conclusion. The polylactic acid films have two different sides: front side was 

more relief, backside was smoother. The low temperature plasma modification 

contributes to change the topography of polylactic acid films surface and increases the 

surface roughness.  
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In the present study we investigated the lithium niobate crystals of stoichiometric 

and congruent composition doped with various impurities (LiNbO3:Er 0.062 and 2.67 

mol% Er2O3, LiNbO3:Zn 0.07, 5.84 and 6.52 mol% ZnO) using the methods of Raman 

spectroscopy and X-ray analysis. The studied crystals were grown from a batch of 

different genesis. It should be noted that the LiNbO3:Zn crystals were doped with 

various concentration of cation both in the close to threshold region (5.84 and  6.52 

mol% ZnO) and far from threshold concentration  (0.07 mol% ZnO) [1,2].  

The low-intensity lines were detected in the Raman spectra of the non-

stoichiometric LiNbO3 crystals and their appearance did not depend on the composition 

of LiNbO3, the method of batch preparation (homogeneous or direct doping), the 

concentration of impurities and the disorder in the cationic sublattice. Moreover, the 

frequencies and intensities of the superfluous lines were not related to the specific 

scattering processes and did not depend on the composition of the non-stoichiometric 

crystal. The Raman spectrum of highly quality stoichiometric crystal did not include 

the superfluous lines.  

The data obtained by X-ray analysis indicated similar result. The additional lines 

forbidden by the space group of symmetry (R3c) were presented in the XRD patterns 

of the LiNbO3 crystals. The quantitative analysis using ICSD database indicated that 

the appearance of the superstructure lines in the XRD patterns were not associated with 

the formation of a new phase in the crystals. The indexing of the XRD patterns was 

conducted involving all additional reflections. 

Based on the data obtained it can be concluded that the weak additional reflections 

observed on the XRD pattern of non-stoichiometric LiNbO3 crystals are the 

superstructural lines and its formation resulted in the doubling of a value of the unit 

cell and naturally the volume of the hexagonal lattice increased in four times. 
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A specific variant of the electrolysis of water and a possible explanation of the 

synthesis mechanism of chemical elements are discussed in [1, 2]. According to [3], a 

simplified experimental set-up  was assembled, which allows performing pulsed 

electrical discharges in water and aqueous salt solutions using an oscillating circuit 

tuned to resonance with the supply voltage (220V, 50Hz) . Distilled water was used in 

this experiment. Copper was used as the material of the hollow tubular electrodes. The 

starting potential difference was 650V. The gap between the electrodes was 0.7 mm. 

The electrodes were arranged vertically. Between the upper and lower vessels, the 

water moved by itself. Each series of discharges was accompanied by the appearance 

of a portion of a liquid with a dark (black) color with subsequent precipitation. Analysis 

of the sediment using energy dispersive techniques showed that along with products of 

simple erosion of electrodes (Cu) there are synthesized elements (Mg, Si, S, Al, Zn, 

Sn, Pb, and several others) which confirms the data [3]. 

In addition, spherical particles (with diameters  to several microns) have been 

identified as the main component of which are Ti or Fe. The appearance of such 

particles most likely indicates the possibility of extracting material from the region of 

local melting of electrodes accompanied by copper transmutation. This means that with 

the erosion of electrodes, not all iron and titanium are synthesized from water as 

suggested in [3]. Thus, the elements that have emerged are apparently related to the 

synthesis from water, the transmutation of copper, and the synthesis of heavy elements 

as a consequence of the final stage of the interaction of the existing and newly arising 

elements. 

Acknowledgment: the authors are grateful to V.A. Pankov and B.P. Kuzmin for 

initiating the production of experimental studies confirming the synthesis of elements. 
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Hexanitrohexaazaisowurtzitane, well known as CL-20 and HNIW, is a high-

energy molecule with chemical formula C6N12H6O12. It is consisted of high-strained 

carbon-nitrogen skeleton with attached NO2 groups. This structure was firstly proposed 

in 1979. During last decades, industrial production of CL-20 was achieved. According 

to recent computational studies, some substitutional derivatives of CL-20, contained 

silicon and fluorine atoms, possess more attractive properties (reaction heats at constant 

pressure and constant volume, detonation velocities, detonation pressures, explosion 

temperatures), than pristine CL-20 [1]. 

In additional, it was shown that CL-20 molecules can form covalent dimers and 

larger complexes via “molecular bridges” CH2s [2-3]. This is also true for derivatives 

of CL-20 (one of such dimers is presented at Figure 1). 

 
Figure 1. Atomistic structure of covalent dimer CSi5N10H6F8–(CH2)2–CSi5N10H6F8, consisted 

of two CL-20-like cages with substituting silicon and fluorine atoms. 

Here we report structures and energetic characteristics of CL-20 derivatives and 

corresponding dimers. Pyrolysis of considered cages was simulated with ab initio 

molecular dynamics. Decomposition paths, activation barriers and final decomposition 

products are studied in details. 
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Al/Ag and Al/Cu bimetal nanoparticles oxidation by water  
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In recent years scientific interest in composite nanomaterials has increased due to 

their unique physicochemical characteristics. Composite nanomaterials in various 

applications display properties uncharacteristic for individual components as well as 

they can potentiate the effect of the material components. Possibility to prepare 

composite nanomaterials with targeted properties makes these materials prospective 

for the use in various fields of science and technology, for example, water purification 

technology [1], biomedicine [2], etc.. 

One of promising methods to prepare composite nanomaterials is oxidation of the 

bimetal nanoparticles produced by electrical explosion of wires. Present work aims to 

study the effect of the Al/Ag and Al/Cu ratio on the oxidation products 

physicochemical characteristics and to research their antimicrobial activity. 

The nanoparticles oxidation by water was carried out at 60 °C and in hydrothermal 

conditions at 200 °C. Oxidation of Al/Ag nanoparticles with high silver fraction results 

in spherical silver particles encapsulated with alumina nanosheets. Metals ratio being  

near equal the alumina nanosheets agglomerates were formed up to 2 microns in size, 

with silver nanoparticles up to 30 nm in size located at the agglomerates surface. 

Oxidation of Al/Cu nanoparticles yields copper oxide spherical particles coated with 

alumina nanosheets.  

Al/Ag nanoparticles oxidation in hydrothermal conditions demonstrates the 

mixed alumina nanosheets sized 10 – 50 nm and with thickness 10 – 50 nm and silver 

spherical particles up to 200 nm in size. Al/Cu nanoparticles oxidation in hydrothermal 

conditions yields mixed alumina nanosheets and copper oxide particles of various 

forms up to 100 nm in size. 

Oxidation products have been established to possess antimicrobial activity more 

expressed than that of initial nanoparticles. The regularities of changes in 

physicochemical properties of the Al/Ag and Al/Cu nanoparticles oxidation products 

depending on Al/Ag and Al/Cu ratio  have been revealed. The ratio effect on the 

antimicrobial activity has been shown. 

Acknowledgment: the present work has been financially supported by the Russian 
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The technology of ultrafast quenching from the liquid state makes it possible to 

obtain alloys of the TiNi–TiCu system with a high content of Cu, more than 10 at. %, 

In the form of thin strips with a single-phase composition and a uniform structure. A 

feature of these alloys is that at high cooling rates (about 106 K/s) they can be obtained 

in the amorphous state. After heat treatment, they have a pronounced shape memory 

effect (SME), the properties of which are largely determined by the structural 

parameters of the alloy. This work is aimed at studying the influence of the parameters 

of electropulse crystallization of rapidly hardened amorphous TiNiCu alloys on the 

formation of the crystal structure and the thermal deformation characteristics of the 

alloys. 

The alloy of the quasi-binary system TiNi–TiCu with 25 at. % Cu, from which 

samples were obtained with a cooling rate of 106 K/s in the form of a ribbon with a 

thickness of 30÷40 µm. The alloy samples were subjected to dynamic crystallization 

using a single pulse of electric current with a variable duration from 0.5 to 1000 ms. 

For comparison, samples were also obtained that were subjected to isothermal 

crystallization in a furnace by the standard method with a holding time of 300 s. 

Electron microscopic and calorimetric studies have shown that the samples 

obtained in the initial state are amorphous or amorphous-crystalline. Electrochemical 

polishing was used to obtain thin homogeneous amorphous ribbons. The crystallization 

of the amorphous TiNiCu alloy under all heat treatment conditions leads to the 

formation of the B2 phase, and upon cooling the B2-B19 martensitic transformation 

occurs. The microstructure of the dynamically and isothermally crystallized specimens 

observed with SEM in cross section varies. In some modes of electropulse 

crystallization in alloys there is a non-uniform distribution of crystals across the 

thickness of the tape: near the surfaces of the tape there is a columnar structure of 

crystals of submicron size, while in the volume of the tape a homogeneous more coarse-

grained microstructure with a grain size from 2 to 10 microns has been formed, having 

a sub-core structure of submicron size. In all heat-treated samples, a pronounced shape 

memory effect is observed, and with a decrease in the duration of the electropulse 

crystallization, a slight decrease in the critical temperatures of martensitic 

transformations is observed. 

Acknowledgment: this work was supported by the RFBR grant № 18-32-00866\18. 
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Currently, research aimed at studying the huge resources of plant biomass is of 

special importance. Among these, more attention is being given to lignin, which is an 

aromatic multifunctional polymer of irregular structure that occupies the second place 

in nature among plant polymers in terms of prevalence. Its content in deciduous wood 

is 18–24%; in coniferous wood, it is 27–32%. In lignin polymers, due to features of a 

polyfunctional nature, the presence of reaction centers with different donor–acceptor 

properties, and the polymolecular aromatic structure, the conjugation system in the 

macromolecules have the strongest electroconductive properties of all biopolymers.  

Slightly altered preparations of dioxane lignin isolated from representative 

samples of coniferous wood – spruce (Picea abies), common juniper (Juniperus 

communis) and common aspen (Populus tremula) were selected as objects of study. 

Lignins are characterized by the data of elemental and functional composition. The 

values of molecular masses and polydispersity defined. The empirical formulas of the 

phenyl-propane structural unit of lignin show that the main differences in functional 

composition of coniferous and deciduous lignins are the methoxyl groups content. It is 

due to the difference of forming phenyl-propane guaiacyl and syringyl structural units. 

The content of syringyl structures was determined by the method FTIR spectroscopy: 

67% in aspen lignin, 15% in juniper lignin and were not found in spruce lignin. 

The electrophysical properties of lignins in the range of electric field frequencies 

from 10-2 to 107 Hz were investigated by the method of dielectric spectroscopy. The 

values of the conductivity and the components of the complex dielectric constant were 

determined. Separate charges or charge systems in a substance’s structure are called 

relaxators. Three types of relaxators were detected. Low-frequency relaxators are 

associated with oscillations of methoxyl groups. The mid-frequency relaxers 

correspond to phenolic hydroxyl groups.  High-frequency relaxators correspond to the 

hopping of π-electrons along the chain of conjugated bonds of the benzene ring. 

Differences in the conductivity values of lignins are manifested in the low frequency 

region of the alternating electric field ν<10-1 Hz.  Features of the structure, differences 

in the content of methoxyl groups cause a different contribution of low-frequency 

relaxators to the change in the components of the complex dielectric constant of 

coniferous and deciduous lignins. 

Acknowledgment: the reported study was funded from RFBR according to the 
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For man-made progress we must have at least one body and a place for it. In other 

words, the case at hand is some sets with their border. If one of them is filled, we are 

handling a body; if it is empty, we are using a place. As a result, we have to calculate 

the ratios between one’s, when a coinage is involved. As a consequence, there arouse 

a demand for hard knowledge system on confinement, rounding, scaling and their 

reactions, including bodies and places.  

The way to tackling the problem had developed in the 20th century in the 

framework of materials science [1]. As written here “… the materials scientist has to 

work at several levels of organization, each of which is under-pinned by the next level. 

Here, again, hi is brother under the skin of the biologist, who does just the same: 

starting with the cell way, say, he goes on the study the morphology and economy of 

the cell as a whole, then the isolated organ (made up of cells), then the organism as a 

whole.” The interest is due to the fact that confinements permit making processes and 

maintaining states which are impossible in continuum media. 

Reconciled with Avogadro’s mole, chemists opened way from chemistry – with 

its substance, to materials science – with its rounding. However, the substantialism has 

made wicked smiles, when the chemical bubbles are considered. The problem lies in 

the fact that matter is arithmetical in any event, but place may be non-arithmetical. 

Thus, there is a need to study the chemical nature of the materials metamorphoses not 

only stoichiometrically but also dilatometrically. The roots of the idea go back to the 

19th century. However, the topology and geometry of fractals without Cantor’s paradise 

has aroused only in the 21st century [2-5]. As a consequence, clear boundary between 

chemistry and materials science only is still being formed [6-9]. The purpose of this 

report is to present a school version according to which, we could speak here about the 

formation of the chemical materials science [7] vs the condensed matter chemistry [9], 

in order to call teenagers attention to some paradoxes of confinement and rounding. 
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Vitamins and hormones - one of the most important representatives of biologically 

active substances. They are vital and necessary compounds, each of which plays an 

indispensable and very important role in the vital activity of the organism. Vitamins - 

organic compounds that are necessary for the normal functioning of almost all 

processes in the body. Most vitamins are involved in biochemical reactions as 

coenzymes or their precursors. Hormones are the products of internal secretion, which 

are produced by special glands or individual cells, are secreted into the blood and 

spread throughout the body, causing a certain biological effect. These substances have 

always been of interest to chemistry in terms of their synthesis. However, not only the 

preparation of the compound is important, but also information on its physicochemical 

properties and structural characteristics. The investigation allowed a comprehensive 

study of the physicochemical properties and structure of B vitamins, such as riboflavin 

(B2), nicotinic acid (B3), myo-inositol (B8), folic acid dihydrate (B9), L-carnitine (B11) 

and cyanocobalamin (B12), and steroid hormones such as hydrocortisone acetate, 

methylprednisolone, and methylprednisolone aceponate. The calorimetric 

determination of the temperature dependences of the heat capacity of these compounds 

in the range from 6 to 350 K is carried out and standard thermodynamic functions are 

calculated: heat capacity, enthalpy, entropy and the Gibbs function of heating in the 

temperature range of 0 - 350K. The type of topology structure is determined according 

to the data of multifractal processing of low-temperature heat capacity. The combustion 

energies of the studied samples were determined at T = 298.15 K. Thermodynamic 

modeling of some biochemical processes was carried out with the participation of these 

compounds. The enthalpies of sublimation of the studied samples were determined 

using the Quartz-crystal microbalance (QCM) technique. The thermal properties and 

features of thermal expansion of compounds by differential scanning calorimetry and 

low-temperature X-ray diffraction have been studied. Structural studies of steroid 

hormones and solvates based on them were carried out by X-ray analysis. Recently, an 

ambitious task was set to develop methods for the isolation and methodology for the 

study of crystalline proteins from natural objects. For the first time, a low-temperature 

thermodynamic study of crystalline protein was carried out using hevein as an example. 

Thus, a practical and theoretical base has been prepared for the study of protein-peptide 

hormones. 
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One of the requirements for the material subjected to quenching and tempering is 

the presence of solid solutions at high temperatures, which disintegrate at lower 

temperatures with the release of the second phase [1]. The technology of hardened, 

multiphase ceramics based on ZrO2, in the initial stage is based on the quenching of 

the high-temperature cubic phase. High-temperature heating leads to the maximum 

density of the material and to the transfer of ZrO2 grains into a cubic modification, 

sharp cooling allows it to be preserved. Subsequent heating provides controlled particle 

formation in tetragonal modification [2], [3]. 

 
Figure 1.Effect of release time on the phase composition and strength of ZrO2 samples:  

a-3; b-4. Phase: 1-cube., 2-theater., 3-mon., 4-bending strength. 

 

The paper presents the results of studies of ceramic ZrO2 doped 3–4 mol.% Yb2O3. 

It is shown that under the chosen conditions quenching (Tmax=2573 К, cooling rate 

50град/min) and release of quenched samples at 1673 К over time (0–72 hours.) the 

samples are not single phase and contain, besides the cubic – tetragonal-ing and the 

monoclinic modification. It is established that the tetragonal phase strengthening 

material is present in cubic ZrO2 grains in the form of fine-dispersed inclusions. 

The mechanical properties of the ZrO2 samples obtained by quenching and 

tempering depend on the phase composition, or rather on the phase ratio. In these 

samples the highest values of tensile strength in bending (600–680 MPa) was obtained 

with the following phases: tetragonal – not less than 40%, the monoclinic – not more 

than 30%, the rest of cubic. 

Acknowledgment: the work was carried out under the theme «Diagnostics».  
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Development of new biomaterials which can substitute or restore bone tissue is 

one of the most topical direction of modern biomedical material science. Historically, 

many different natural and artificial materials were used for making it such as corals, 

titanium allows, bioglasses, etc. Nevertheless, of course the best way to make some 

natural-like material is to try to replicate substances, which exist in the nature. That is 

why so much attention was paid to the hydroxyapatite and collagen. 

There are several methods for synthesizing nanoparticles of hydroxyapatite 

described in the literature. Our method for producing hydroxyapatite is using 

widespread industrial products and conditions, which are similar to the human body. 

As a result, it is possible to obtain spherical nanoparticles of hydroxyapatite which can 

be used in many different applications: from making implants to dermal fillers. A 

suspension of collagen in phosphoric acid was prepared according to the following 

procedure: fish skins purification, grinding, washing three times with tap water, 

processing the collagen raw material solution of phosphoric acid in maintaining the 

acidic solution with occasional stirring, homogenizing by filtration through a nylon 

cloth. 

The process of mineralization is an "assembly" of nanocrystals of hydroxyapatite 

directly on the surface of collagen fibrils. This reaction may be described using the 

following scheme: 

5Ca(NO3)2 ∙ 4H2O + 3H3PO4(Collagen) + 10NaOH → Ca5(PO4)3OH(Collagen) + 10NaNO3 + 29H2O 

The main inorganic component of the native human bone is hydroxyapatite as in 

obtained hybrid material. The presence of concomitant or impurity phases during X-

ray phase analysis has not been identified. Results of elemental analysis showed the 

total amount of organic component at the level of 20% by weight in bone implants and 

about 10% by weight in the obtained composite material. Typical amide bands 

characteristic to collagen and bands typical for HAP were observed in studied materials 

in the IR spectra. The weak band at 750 cm-1 is related to the vibrations of the Ca–O 

bond. The presence of this band in the composite material indicates that between 

calcium ions Ca2+ in HAP and –COO– ions of carbonyl groups of proteins in collagen 

the chemical bond is formed. This fact confirms the presence of a chemical interaction 

between two phases with the formation of an organic-inorganic composite material, 

which plays an important role in improving the mechanical properties of the final 

material. 

In the present work, the in vitro preparation of a collagen/hydroxyapatite 

composite material, which can serve as the basis for the preparation of composite 

organo-inorganic materials for regenerative medicine, is described. 
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In recent years 13C CP-MAS NMR spectroscopy is increasingly used in the study 

of the structure of cellulose and its derivatives [1]. In the present study we show data 

obtained by 13C CP-MAS NMR spectroscopy of the structure levan, chitosan, sodium 

dextran sulfate and cellulose modified by trimer of hexamethylene diisocyanate (HDI 

trimer).  
13C CP-MAS NMR spectra were recorded on Jeol JNM-ECX 400 (100.5 MHz) at 

ambient temperature and 10 kHz spinning in ZrO2 tubes with standard pulse sequences. 

NMR spectra are presented below in Figure 1.  

 

 
Figure 1. 13C CP-MAS spectra of levan (I), chitosane (II), dextran sulfate sodium (III),  

cellulose + trimer HDI (IV) 

Thus, 13C CP-MAS NMR spectroscopy can be used to determine the structure of 

different polysaccharides. Described method requires small amount of substance (~ 

200 mg) and does not require special sample preparation.  
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Mechanical and hydrophobic properties of composite materials on base cellulose 
and isocyanates 
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In this paper studies cellulose polyurethane composites (CPUC) obtained from 
paper pulp, hexamethylenediisocyanate, isophoronediisocyanate and toluene 
diisocyanate. Mechanical properties and water absorption for cellulose were 
investigated.The mechanical properties and water absorption of CPUC were 
investigated. The interest in CPUC is due to the availability of cellulose, the high 
reactivity of isocyanates, the chemical stability of the materials obtained [1]. As pulp 
raw materials used wastepaper grade MS-8B/2 according to GOST 10700-97. The 
crushed samples of waste paper (~ 5×5 mm) were kept for 24 hours in distilled water 
and then mass castings were obtained for 30 minutes at a temperature using a turbulent 
type pulper. Maceration of the obtained fibrous suspension was carried out by 
treatment with 5% aqueous NaOH solution with constant stirring at 80-90 °C for 2 
hours then washed with distilled water until neutral pH. Bleaching was performed with 
a 3% H2O2 solution with vigorous stirring for 20 minutes at 25 °C. After bleaching, the 
cellulose fiber was filtered, washed with distilled water until complete removal of 
hydrogen peroxide and dried in air. Desmodur H (1) (hexamethylene-1,6-
diisocyanate), Desmodur I (2) (isophoronediisocyanate), Desmodur IL 1351 (3) 
(toluene diisocyanate) manufactured by Bayer Material Science AG were used in this 
work. Dibutyltindilaurate was used to accelerate the reaction of isocyanates with 
cellulosic filler. CPUC obtained were tested for tensile strength at break using universal 
testing machine (Shimadzu Autograph AG-X Series). The measurement of water 
absorption and swelling of CPUC was made according to GOST 4650-80. It has been 
established that CPUC have good mechanical characteristics (tensile strength 2-10 
MPa) (Fig.1 a), low water absorption and swelling (Fig.1 b).  
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Fig. 1. The dependence of the tensile strength (a), water absorption on the mass fraction of isocyanate (%) (b). 

 

The formation of «crosslinking» urethane bonds between cellulose fibers have 

been confirmed was by IR spectroscopy, CP MAS 13C NMR spectroscopy and SEM. 
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Photopolymerization is one of the most efficient methods for producing both 

polymeric materials and final products from them, including 3D objects. The most 

common components of photopolymerizable compositions are dimethacrylates and, in 

particular, dimethacrylic esters of polyethylene glycols. The use of photoinitiating 

systems based on o-quinones and amines provides the sensitivity of the compositions 

to visible light irradiation. Polymerization of such compositions leads to the formation 

of a transparent polymer glass or porous block, depending on the mode of photocuring 

and composition of polymerizable mixture. The optical properties of glass are 

determined by the degree of dimethacrylates purification, as well as photo- and dark 

reactions of the initiator components. Photopolymer glasses with a light transmission 

of at least 90% and a refractive index of nD from 1.5 to 1.65 (due to the introduction 

into the composition of monomers containing aryl fragments, for example, 

naphthyl(meth)acrylates) are obtained. Hydrophobic porous monolithic polymeric 

materials obtained by photopolymerization of compositions based on dimethacrylates 

in the presence of porogenic agents and hydrophobic monomers. Water sorption by 

polymers is 0.02, wetting angle of a lying drop is 124°. Water-separating filters, 

allowing to reduce the water content in diesel fuel by 10 times, are made based on the 

obtained hydrophobic porous materials. In addition, porous poly(dimethacrylates) can 

be used as materials for osteoplasty. The study of such porous polymers using the MTT 

test showed no cytotoxicity. In vitro studies have found that porous polymer samples 

provide good cell adhesion to the surface and the possibility of proliferation. The 

process of formation of both monolithic and porous regions using the same 

composition with different scanning modes can develop during the 

photopolymerization of the layers of such compositions by scanning irradiation. 

Synthesized in this way 3D-objects consisting of monolithic and porous areas can be 

used to create nano- and macroporous filters, personalized bone implants, flow-through 

nano- and microreactors with a high working surface. 

Acknowledgment: the study was financially supported by the Russian Foundation for 

Basic Research (project No. 18-43-520034-r_povolzhje_a). 
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By conventional ceramic technology the samples of the system (1-x)Ba(Ti0,75 

Sn0,25)O3∙xPbTiO3 with 0-≤ x ≤ 1 were synthesized in the temperature range 1270 – 

1460оС. The performed x-ray diffraction phase analysis showed that the samples are 

single-phase and consist of solid solutions with a perovskite structure. Concentration 

dependences of the solid solutions unit cell symmetry and sizes were determined (Fig. 

1a). It was established that at x < 0.30 solid solutions are characterized by cubic 

symmetry, and at x ≥0.3 – by tetragonal symmetry. 

Thermogravimetric analysis was carried out; the data were obtained on changes in the 

composition of samples at high temperatures due to the volatility of lead oxide. 

The temperature and frequency dependencies of the dielectric permittivity  and 

dielectric loss tangent tg were studied in the temperature range 100 – 800 K and the 

frequency diapason f = 25 Hz – 1 MHz. It was found that at x = 0 - 0.1 the dependences 

of (T, f) have one pronounced peak, the position of which Tm shifts with frequency 

towards high temperatures, indicated that the solid solutions in this concentration 

region belong to ferroelectrics-relaxors. In the region of compositions 0.1 < x < 0.3 the 

dependences (T,f) have two maxima: low-temperature frequency-dependent relaxor 

type peak in the region (190-250) K and high - temperature peak in the region 270-340 

K, the position of which does not depend on the frequency. This high-temperature 

maximum is caused by a ferroelectric phase transition, which is confirmed by the 

results of the pyroelectric studies. 

In the field of the tetragonal compositions of 0.3 ≤ x < 1 the dependency (T,f) 

have one frequency-independent pronounced maximum whose position shifts towards 

high temperature with increasing in samples of the Ba content (Fig.1b). Based on the 

results of the study of temperature-frequency dependences of dielectric characteristics, 

the phase diagram of the system under consideration was drawn.  
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Figure 1. Concentration dependences: a) unit cell parameters, b) maximum of the 

temperatures on the dependencies (T). 
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Modern polymeric composition materials successfully force out a tree, metal, 

concrete. Artificial materials with the set properties become more favorable both on 

economic, and on physical parameters.  

The strategy of development of railway transport, administrative and economic 

incentives of the enterprises of the industry, creation of profile information and 

communication platforms provide widespread introduction of PKM in the rolling stock 

and infrastructure. Real operating conditions define relevant tasks: the choice of 

zhestkostny parameters of the dampers capable it is active to absorb vibrations with the 

broad range of frequencies, amplitudes and ambient air temperatures, decrease in mass 

of the car for ensuring optimum arrangement of the center of gravity of bodies, 

especially at the movement with a high speed, management of frictional properties and 

others. 

In the real work possibilities of management of elastic and hysteresis properties 

of shock-absorbing laying of the upper structure of a railway track and running gears 

of cars are presented. 

Materials for a research selected the polymeric songs consisting of the main 

matrix (rubber mix) (cordless rubber composition) and also of the main matrix 

reinforced in twenty percentage by rezinovoloknisty filler (the crushed waste of the 

rubberized polyamide cord of tire production). 

Test pieces represented plates 14 mm thick which subjected to influence of the 

squeezing static and cyclic load with a frequency of 10 Hz, with the load range from 

20 to 90 kN, temperatures: 23°C and –40°C. Determined the following characteristics 

by the charts received for one cycle: 

- static rigidity in the range of 20-90 kN, as the relation of the attached vertical load 

with the speed (120±10) kN/min. to the corresponding deformation in the direction of 

action of loading; 

- a dynamic secant rigidity as the relation of an applied load in the range of 20-90 kN 

to change of movement in this range; 

- the stiffness coefficient defined as the relation of dynamic rigidity to static; 

- coefficient of mechanical losses (a relative hysteresis) – the relation of the area of a 

hysteresis to the total energy of deformation of a cycle; 

- useful elasticity - a share of the returned work from spent for deformation of a sample; 

- the mechanical losses for a cycle determined by the area of a hysteresis curve. 
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Results of determination of static rigidity at different temperatures of both 

compositions are comparable taking into account tolerated error of measurements. 

Therefore, at small speeds of the application of compressive forces availability of 

kordovy filler slightly influences the proceeding relaxation processes in material. 

Dynamic rigidity at a temperature 23ºС and the frequency of the application of loading 

of 10 Hz of samples with kordovy filler 20% higher, than without filler that is 

connected with consolidation of borders between the main matrix and the reinforcing 

elements. At a temperature -40ºС values of secants of dynamic zhestkost of both 

materials become almost equal that is connected with violation of additive action of 

components: the main matrix and kordovy filler when process of the beginning of 

crystallization of the main matrix is prevailing.  

Relative parameters of elastic and hysteresis properties of material with kordovy 

filling will be coordinated with results of determination of zhestkostny parameters and 

change within blundered an experiment. 

Mechanical losses for a cycle (power parameter) at a temperature 23ºС are 20% lower 

than material with kordovy filling, and at a temperature -40ºС they are comparable to 

losses of material without reinforcing. 

Thus, reinforcing of rubber mix the crushed waste of the rubberized polyamide 

cord of tire production for increase in rigidity of material effectively at operation in the 

temperature range up to -40 ºС, i.e. prior to crystallization of the main rubber matrix. 

And, this temperature is not glass transition temperature of rubber mix (material 

continues to absorb vertical vibrations). However there is deceleration of relaxation 

processes. 

In relation to infrastructure of railway transport, it is reasonable to use effect of 

increase in dynamic rigidity of the damping material in laying of the rail fastenings 

intended for operation on cargo intense sections of a way for the purpose of 

stabilization of geometrical parameters of a rail track. 

 
Figure 1. Dynamic hysteresises of samples at different temperatures of tests 
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 In this paper, we discuss a new system for the training of research staff for 

academic activities. This system, which is new for the Russian higher education, is 

based on the integration of academic Masters programs and PhD (Candidate of 

Sciences) programs. Integrated programs are aimed to provide, at a substantive and 

organizational level, systematic targeted training of highly qualified personnel (holding 

a Candidate of Sciences degree) for professional research and teaching activities in 

higher education institutions. When such integrated programs are designed on the basis 

of the university’s own educational standards, it is possible to resolve one of the key 

problems of modern Russian postgraduate education: to eliminate the overloading of 

its curriculum with educational disciplines that conflicts with the  development of 

research skills. 

The methodological basis for the development of integrated programs is provided 

by the new competency model of a graduate. The model was developed by harmonizing 

the competencies that need to be achieved at the Masters and PhD levels of studies; to 

this end, enlarged groups of competencies (mega-competencies) were identified. In this 

paper, we substantiate the following set of mega-competencies of integrated programs' 

graduates: theoretical, professional, research, teaching, innovative, personal (related to 

one's worldview), and communicative competencies [1]. 

The proposed model makes it possible to optimize and harmonize the curricula of 

the Masters and PhD parts of the integrated program in accordance with the 

requirements of educational standards and to ensure the unity and continuity of 

research and educational training at the second and third levels of higher education. 

Some organizational, structural and substantive features of integrated programs 

are considered, as well as some methodological issues related to the development of 

research and teaching competencies throughout the “path” of students' preparation for 

a  Candidate of Sciences (PhD) degree. A number of examples are given of individual 

learning paths designed on the basis of the developed model. Such learning paths are 

aimed at preparing and defending a thesis for a Candidate of Sciences degree. 
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High purity Si isotopes are promising materials for spintronics and  

metrology [1]. The compounds of the isotopically enriched silicon also arise certain 

interest. In patent literature [2] it is suggested to use isotopically enriched silica glass 

for the production of optical waveguides with lower optical losses. However, no data 

were found in the literature on producing the real samples of the isotopically enriched 

silica glass. Therefore, the task to obtain and study the properties of such samples is of 

fundamental and practical interest.  

One of the common techniques of acquiring glasses is the sol-gel process in which 

alkoxides are hydrolysed yielding a gel then converted to glass [3]. The advantages of 

the sol-gel process are the relative simplicity and the ability to use small quantities of 

the reagent which are especially important while working with difficult to obtain and 

expensive isotopically enriched substances. The starting compound for the separation 

of silicon isotopes is the silicon tetrafluoride which is converted to the silicon 

tetrachloride via reaction with aluminium chloride [4]. The purpose of the present work 

is to obtain and study the properties of the isotopically enriched glassy 28SiO2 from 
28SiCl4. 

28SiCl4, ethanol dried by metal Ca and deionized water were used to obtain high-

purity isotopically enriched silica glass. To reduce the amount of impurities 28SiCl4 and 

ethanol were purified by distillation. The amount of impurities was of magnitude: for 
28SiCl4 n·10-5 - n·10-4 wt. %, for the ethanol - n·10-6 - n·10-5 wt. %, for the water – less 

than n·10-7 wt. %. The elemental and isotopic composition was studied by the 

inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (Thermo Finnigan Element-2). To 

obtain 28SiO2  tetraethoxysilane was prepared by adding 28SiCl4 to the vigorously stirred 

ethanol in the fluoroplastic pot. 28Si(C2H5O)4 was hydrolyzed by ethanol-water mixture 

(28Si(C2H5O)4:C2H5OH:H2O = 1:4:4). The obtained solution then was cast to the 

fluoroplastic forms for the gelation. Then the gel was dried by heating to obtain glassy 
28SiO2. The elemental and isotopic composition of the obtained 28SiO2 was studied by 

the inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry. No statistically significant isotopic 

dilution of the silicon-28 was observed. Transmittance spectra of the acquired samples 

were registered on the spectrophotometer Shimadzu UV-3600. In the present work 

spectra of the silica glass based on 28SiO2 are given and discussed. 
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Recently there has been an increased interest in developing new renewable energy 

sources. A promising direction in this is the study of thermoelectric materials. This is 

mainly due to the improvement of methods and techniques for manufacturing 

nanostructures, which was found to be crucial for enhancing thermoelectric properties 

of a broad range of materials. 

The energy conversion efficiency of thermoelectric materials is related to the 

dimensionless figure of merit (ZT), which is determined from the Eq. (1). 

𝑍𝑇 =
𝑆2σ

κ
𝑇,      (1) 

where: 

T – the absolute temperature [К], 

S – the Seebeck coefficient [µVK−1], 

σ – the electrical conductivity [Ω−1сm−1], 

κ – the thermal conductivity [Wm−1 K−1] 

From this expression, it is clear that a high performance thermoelectric material 

must possess high Seebeck coefficient together with low electrical resistivity and 

thermal conductivity. 

Semiconducting and intermetallic materials have been widely used to 

manufacture thermoelectric modules but, on the other hand, they are usually composed 

of heavy and/or toxic elements. Moreover, they can melt, evaporate or oxidize at high 

temperatures under air. These factors limit their range of applications. The discovery 

of high thermoelectric performances in a ceramic material, Сa3Co4O9, provided a 

solution for these problems. This material is composed of non toxic and cheaper 

elements. It can operate at high temperatures, under air, for long time with out 

degradation. It shows ZT of nearly 0.9 at 700 °C 

The search for new oxide materials with high thermoelectric performances has 

been intensively performed. The thermoelectric properties nowadays reached can be 

increased This is achieved by doping this compound with one or several elements. 
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Phosphates of framework structure, including zirconium and metal cations in 

oxidation state +2, are studied as the basis of ceramics with high thermal, chemical, 

radiation resistance and adjustable thermal expansion. 

The paper considers the synthesis of phosphates M(0.5+x)M'xE(2−x)(PO4)3 (M, M' = 

Mg, Zn, Mn; E = Zr, Ti), the study of phase formation, refinement structures, revealing 

of concentration-temperature stability fields of expected solid solutions. 

The materials were synthesized with a popular and commercially available sol-

gel method. Individual compounds and solid solutions were obtained in two versions 

of the sol-gel method − using inorganic and organic reagents. 

The obtained samples were polycrystalline powders. They were characterized by 

X-ray diffraction (Shimadzu LabX XRD-6000 diffractometer) and IR spectroscopy 

(Shimadzu FTIR-8400S spectrophotometer). 

The individual compounds Mn0.5E2(PO4)3 and solid solutions Mn0.5+2хZr2−x(PO4)3 

(0 < х ≤ 0.35) and Mg0.5+xZnxE2−x(PO4)3 (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.5) were synthesized. Mn0.5Ti2(PO4)3 

with the structure of the mineral kosnarite (NZP) was formed at 600°C, stable to 950°C. 

Mn0.5Zr2(PO4)3 possesses dimorphism: the low-temperature modification with the 

structure of scandium tungstate (SW) was obtained at 650°С, the high-temperature 

NZP modification − at 1200°С. The Mn0.5+2хZr2−x(PO4)3 solid solution crystallized in 

the structural type SW, the temperature resistance of the samples decreases with 

increasing x. The basis of the NZP structure Mg0.5+xZnxTi2−x(PO4)3 is the three-

dimensional framework of the PO4 tetrahedra and the TiO6 or (MgxTi2−x)O6 octahedra 

connected by common vertices. The cations Mg2+ and Zn2+, which have octahedral 

oxygen coordination, are located in the cavities of the framework. The 

Mg0.5+xZnxZr2−x(PO4)3 solid solution had a SW-type structure and was thermally 

unstable above 1000°C.  

The number of observed bands of stretching and bending vibrations of the PO4
3- 

ion in the IR spectra of NZP or SW orthophosphates is in agreement with the factor 

group analysis for the sp. gr. R 3̅ and P21/n.  

The thermal expansion Mg0.5+xZnxZr2−x(PO4)3 was studied. The values of thermal 

expansion coefficients allow us to refer samples to medium- and high-expanding 

substances. 
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As a rule, heat resistant titanium alloys contain aluminum whose content is 

restricted by 8 – 9 wt.% due to the possibility of formation of the Ti3Al intermetallic 

phase (α2-phase) responsible for their hardening and embrittlement. Moreover, the  

α2-phase improves the heat-resistance characteristics of the alloys. It is ordered 

(structural type DO19) and may exert different effects on the strength and plastic 

properties depending on the mechanism of formation and morphology of the alloys [1, 

2]. 

The influence of the chemical composition of alloy and mode of its thermal 

treatment on the processes of hardening in Ti – Al alloys was investigated in [3]. It was 

shown that, in alloys containing 12 – 21 at.% Al (α + α2-region), we observe the 

formation of particles of the α2-phase. Moreover, in alloys containing 21 – 25 at.% Al 

(the region of single-phase α2-state), the antiphase boundaries were observed after 

aging. However, the authors did not discuss the mechanisms of formation of these 

structures. The aim of the present work is to investigate the influence of the modes of 

thermal treatment on the structure of a two-phase Ti – Al alloy containing 17 at.% Al 

and, for the sake of comparison, of a single-phase Ti – 26 at.% Al alloy whose 

composition is close to the stoichiometric composition for the α2-phase. 

It was established that, as a result of quenching and aging at 500°C for 10 h, the 

number of dislocation accumulations in the structure of Ti – 17 at.% Al alloy is larger 

than after quenching. Reflexes of the α2-state are observed in the electron diffraction 

patterns but, as earlier, no precipitations of the α2-state were detected in the structure 

of alloy. The increase in the duration of aging of quenched samples at 500°C to 50 h 

leads to the formation of dispersed particles of the α2-state. A subsequent increase in 

the duration of holding to 100 h leads both to the increase in the number of precipitating 

particles and to their growth. The mean size of particles of the α2-state after this 

treatment becomes as large as 30 nm. 

Proceeding from this, it is of interest to study the mechanisms by which ordering 

occurs in alloys containing a smaller amount of Al. 
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Lead halide perovskites of general formula APbX3 (A= organic cation, X=Cl, Br. 

I) have received a lot of interest in recent years due to their photovoltaic properties [1]. 

The most promising lead halides contain methylammonium (MA+) cation [1]. These 

materials are usually processed for preparation of solar cells,  and thin-films using N,N-

dimethylformamide (DMF) as a solvent [1,2]. It has been realized quite recently that 

using of DMF may lead to incorporation of dimethylammonium (DMA+) cations that 

are created due to hydrolysis of DMF [2]. This doping may alter properties of the 

obtained material. In particular, it was shown that doping of MAPbI3 with DMA+ 

stabilizes the cubic phase leading to better stability and performance of photodiodes 

[3].  

Herein, we show that Raman scattering can be used as a simple and fast method 

for monitoring DMA+ content in lead halides because this ion gives rise to a 

characteristic band at 888 cm-1 (see Fig. 1). Ratio of integrated intensities of the bands 

observed at 888 and 968 cm-1 is a linear function of DMA+ content, at least up to 5 mol. 

% (inset in Fig. 1). We have also monitored growing of MAPbBr3 from DMF solution 

as a function of time. This study shows that samples grown for 4, 20 and 72 h show 0, 

less than 1% and more than 10% of DMA+.    

 
Figure 1. Raman spectra of MAPbBr3 doped with DMA+ cations. Arrow indicate band 

characteristic for DMA+. Inset shows ratio of integrated intensities of the bands observed at 888 and 

968 cm-1. 
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We report structural, energetic and electronic properties of the silicon 

[n,m]prismanes or polysilaprismanes family, i.e., silicon nanotubes of a special type 

constructed from the dehydrogenated molecules of cyclosilanes (silicon rings), where 

m is the number of vertices of a closed silicon ring, and n is the number of layers. For 

large n, polysilaprismanes can be considered as the analogs of silicon nanotubes with 

an extremely small cross-section in the form of a regular polygon (Figure 1). 

 

 
Figure 1. Molecular structures of [n,4]- (a), [n,5]- (b), and [n,6]silaprismanes (c). Top-side 

view and bottom-top view. Symbols l  and l⊥  correspond to the interlayer and intralayer Si-Si 

bonds, respectively. 

Binding energies, interatomic bonds, and the energy gaps between the highest and 

lowest occupied molecular orbitals (HOMO and LOMO, respectively) have been 

calculated using the density functional theory. It is found that [n,4]silaprismane is not 

thermodynamically stable in the bulk limit (n → ∞), while the other silaprismanes 

conserve their highly strained framework and become more thermodynamically stable 

as the number of layers n increases [1]. Additional band structure analysis indicates 

that the “long” polysilaprismanes can be referred to semimetals or even the conductors. 

So, they can be successfully used in nanoelectronics as functional nanowires or the 

basis for the computational logic elements. 
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Polypyrrole (pPy) is widely used in various electronic, electrochemical and 

membrane technologies as an electroactive polymer with high electrical conductivity 

and high chemical stability [1]. 

There are two main ways of synthesis of conducting polymers based on 

heterocycles. In the first method, the dissolved monomer is oxidized at the electrode 

surface with the formation of the polymer film. In the second method, the monomer is 

oxidized in a solution of a chemical agent with a deposition polymer in powder.  

Polypyrrole films synthesized by the electrochemical method have a relatively 

small window of electroactivity potentials. The authors of work [2] have revealed the 

possibility of obtaining polypyrrole having electroactivity in a wider range of 

potentials, unlike polypyrrole obtained under traditional conditions (having an 

electroactivity potential window of about 1 V). To achieve this effect, it is necessary 

to use low polypyrrole electrooxidation potentials, low monomer concentrations in the 

electropolymerization medium and multiscan of the obtained polypyrrole film in a 

monomer-free solution. 

The goal of this work was to study the effect of expanding the region of 

electroactivity potentials of polypyrrole during its multicycling using the 

spectroelectrochemical method. The spectroelectrochemical method made it possible 

to track changes in the absorption spectra of a polypyrrole film when it was 

multiscanned in a background electrolyte solution. 
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The urgency of developing hard magnetic alloys of the Fe-Cr-Co system with a 

reduced cobalt content is determined, on the one hand, by a sharp rise in cobalt prices, 

and, on the other hand, a decrease in the cobalt content in the alloy increases its plastic 

properties (deep-drawing ability, stamp ability). On Fe-Cr-Co alloys with 12 wt. % 

cobalt high magnetic hysteresis properties were obtained (the maximum energy 

product (BH)max is about 40 kJ/m3, the coercive force HcB is 48–5 kA/m). In the Russian 

GOST 24897-81, there is a FeCrCo alloy with 12 wt. % cobalt alloy 25Kh12K2BA, 

which has significantly lower magnetic hysteresis properties (HcB 40 kA/m and (BH)max  

35 kJ/m3) and contains 2% of expensive niobium. 

The aim of the work is a more detailed study of the magnetic hysteresis properties 

of the ternary hard magnetic alloy Fe-27Cr-12Co for its possible recommendation for 

industrial use. 

Samples of the studied alloy were obtained by powder metallurgy using elemental 

powders. The molding was carried out on a manual hydraulic press at a pressure of 600 

MPa. Sintering was carried out in vacuum at a temperature of 1420 0C for 2.5 hours. 

In the study of magnetic hysteresis properties, the optimization problem of its heat 

treatment was mainly solved by the method of experiment planning using the software 

packages Statgrphics and Statistica. When planning experiments, a central position 

plan of 23 + star points was used. 

Based on the experimental results and their statistical analysis, regression 

equations were obtained for the dependence of magnetic hysteresis properties on 

selected variation parameters (temperature of onset of thermomagnetic processing, 

cooling rate to 580 0C, cooling rate to 500 0C), which adequately describe the response 

surfaces in the phase spaces of variation parameters. The 3D response surfaces in phase 

spaces and their cross sections were constructed, which allow us to graphically (and 

not only analytically) determine the optimal parameters for the heat treatment of the 

alloy under study.  

As a result of the study, the average values of magnetic hysteresis properties were 

obtained: residual induction Br 1,32 T (optimum value 1,366 T), coercive force HсВ 

42.8 kA/m (optimum value 55.46 kA/m) and maximum energy product (ВН)max 38.1 

kJ/m3 (the optimal value is 42.7 kJ/m3). Br = 1.36 T, НcB = 50.2 kA/m and (BH)max  = 

40.2 kJ/m3 were obtained on separate samples. The obtained results are higher than 

foreign analogues and higher magnetic hysteresis properties of the alloy 25Х12К2BA 

GOST 24897-81. 
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The paper presents the analysis of various approaches to organizing postgraduate 

students' training in the field of research methodology. The role of the discipline 

“Research methodology” in the formation of postgraduates' general methodological 

culture and its application to solving research problems of a specific scientific field is 

shown. 

The necessity and feasibility of studying research methodology in postgraduate 

school is obvious and due to: the types of professional activity of postgraduate students, 

the main of which is research; a list of universal and general professional competencies 

defined by educational standards; the volume of the educational program devoted to 

research and preparation of scientific and qualification work (thesis); the qualification 

“Researcher. Teacher-Researcher” assigned after completing postgraduate school. 

In the list of general professional competencies for all areas of training there are 

similar variations of formulations related to the research methodology, such as: the 

ability to develop new research methods and apply them in independent research 

activities in the field of professional activity; the knowledge of scientific research 

culture in the relevant professional field using modern research methods and 

information and communication technologies; possession of the methodology and 

methods of pedagogical research; possession of the research methodology in the field 

of jurisprudence, etc. In this regard, the variable part of the curriculum for training 

highly qualified personnel, along with the core disciplines in the scientific specialty, 

includes courses that are usually called “Research Methodology” or “Methodology and 

Methods of Scientific Research” [1–4] . As a rule, such courses are implemented 

simultaneously for the entire stream of postgraduate students, which is associated with 

the close requirements of educational standards for postgraduates' methodological 

culture. 

The goal of methodology-orientated disciplines, regardless of their name, 

content, scope and form of conducting classes, is the formation of a conceptual 

apparatus on the theoretical, methodological and technological aspects of research 

activities; a systematic approach to the selection and application of modern methods of 

scientific research, analysis of scientific information which is necessary for solving 

problems in the field of professional activity; motivational attitudes to the development 

of methodological culture and scientific potential. 

General methodological approaches to conducting scientific research should be 

specified by their binding to a specific subject area and the direction of specific 

postgraduate research. There are various approaches to the individualization of 

education: through a system of methodological seminars with the discussion of specific 
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research projects and the exchange of methodological experience; through the 

organization of the independent work of postgraduate students in the framework of 

mastering the discipline; through the methodologically correct construction of 

individual postgraduate scientific research [1, 3, 4]. In Tambov State Technical 

University, the orientation of the discipline “Research Methodology” towards the focus 

of the educational program is formed by the fulfillment of individual tasks by 

postgraduates, in which the same question wording for all students provides answers 

that take into account the specifics of conducting research in a specific scientific field 

and within a particular thesis research. The analysis of the results of individual tasks 

allowed us to identify the most difficult questions for postgraduate students and to help 

them with methodologically correct study. The implementation of individual tasks 

plays an important role in the formation of the ability to critically analyze and evaluate 

modern scientific achievements; the ability to formulate the goals and objectives of 

scientific research in accordance with the trends and prospects for the development of 

the subject area; skills to justify the choice of methods and means of research. 

The discipline “Research Methodology” lays the foundation for the 

methodological culture of postgraduate students, which later develops in the process 

of independent research, passing research practice, studying specialized disciplines and 

the optional discipline “Technology for presenting research results”, preparing a thesis 

and is confirmed by successful completion of the state final certification and defending 

a thesis for the degree of candidate of sciences. 
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Based on the matrix of elastic constants [1], anisotropy of elastic properties of 

hard tooth tissues (dentin and enamel) was studied and their extreme values were 

calculated. Due to the crystal structure of the mineral component of the tissue, they 

were considered as media with anisotropic properties and hexagonal symmetry. Index 

surfaces of elastic moduli of materials and Poisson's ratio ν (Fig. 1). The maximum and 

minimum values of elastic modules E and G differ from each other by 1.70-2.07 (E) 

and 1.94-2.46 (G) times for both enamel and dentin, respectively. An abnormally high 

value of the maximum value of the Poisson's ratio (0.54) of dentin along a number of 

directions is noted (Table 1), which turns out to be above the theoretical limit for the 

Poisson's ratio of isotropic materials. However, the minimum values of ν dentin and 

enamel are greater than zero, that is, both dentin and enamel are not auxetics – materials 

with a negative Poisson's ratio. 

 
Fig. 1. Variability of the Poisson's ratio of dentin (a) and enamel (b). 

 

Table 1. Extreme values of the dentin and enamel Poisson's ratio, as well as values in particular 

orientations 

Material
 max  

min  [2110], [0001]
  

[0110], [2110]
  

[0001], [2110]
  

Dentin  0.54 0.13 0.16 0.13 0.42 

Enamel  0.47 0.16 0.19 0.16 0.33 

In square brackets, the last four digits indicate the direction of stretching, and the first four 

indicate the direction of transverse deformation. 

 

It appears that the data obtained will contribute to a better understanding of the 

question of the relationship between the architectonics of the tooth and its mechanical 

properties and problems of strength of the biocomposites, while also optimising the 

solution of problems of biomechanics of dental system taking into account the elastic 

symmetry of the component of hard tissues.  
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Development of methods for producing hybrid nanomaterials with desired 

physicochemical properties, including hybrid nanomaterials based on multi-walled 

carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs), has recently become an urgent task for the 

nanotechnology evolution. Hybrid materials based on MWCNTs are materials with a 

coaxial arrangement of various inorganic compounds — building blocks of hybrid 

nanomaterials relative to the MWCNTs surface (metals, metal carbides, metal oxides, 

etc.). Building blocks, depending on the method of their production, can be obtained 

in the widest variety of shapes, structures and sizes. The inorganic compound on the 

surface of the MWCNT can be precipitated using various chemical or physical methods 

of synthesis. Among these methods, the MOCVD method (Metalorganic Chemical 

Vapor Deposition) is one of the most promising methods for obtaining hybrid materials 

based on MWCNTs whose surface is decorated with metal-containing nanoparticles or 

coatings. In the course of the work, original installations were developed and, using 

various precursors, the following new hybrid nanomaterials were obtained: 

Cr/MWCNTs, WC/MWCNTs, WO3/MWCNTs, Fe/MWCNTs, Fe3O4/Fe/MWCNTs, 

Cu2O/Cu/MWCNTs, MoC/MWCNTs, MoO3/MWCNTs, Re/MWCNTs, Re-

W/MWCNTs TiC/MWCNTs, Cr2O2.4/Cr2O3/MWCNTs, Fe3C/Fe/MWCNTs, 

Al/MWCNTs and Ni/MWCNTs.  

The report presents the results of our research on the synthesis, characterization 

and areas of practical application of hybrid materials obtained by us.  
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The oscillatory reactions are chemical reactions, in which concentrations of 

reactants decrease and products increase in cascades, while the intermediate’s 

concentration oscillates during the time. These reactions are often extremely sensitive 

to (internal and external) perturbations, resulting in one of the main practical 

application of oscillatory reaction - analytical measurements. The well-known Briggs-

Rauscher (BR) reaction is applied here for examination of different solid materials, 

such as doped and undoped tungsten-phosphate bronzes. The BR reaction may be 

considered as the combination of Bray-Liebhafsky (BL) and Belousov-Zhabotinsky 

(BZ) oscillatory reactions, representing oxidation of malonic acid in the presence of 

hydrogen peroxide and iodate in acidic medium, catalyzed by metal ions. In order to 

investigate the influence of different doped and undoped tungsten-phosphate bronzes 

on BR reaction dynamics, the various masses of bronzes were applied to the reaction 

system before oscillations have been initiated by addition of hydrogen peroxide. 

Depending on bronzes influence on the length of the oscillatory state and the number 

of oscillations, the BR reaction can be successfully used to distinguishe doped and 

undoped tungsten-phosphate bronzes. This work expands the practical aspect of BR 

reaction to solid materials investigation, such as bronzes. In order to elucidate the 

mechanism of bronzes action in the BR system, the further investigation is compulsory. 
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The work is devoted to the study of enterosorption properties and structure of 
cellulose obtained from arctic brown algae. A method for isolating and purifying algal 
cellulose has been developed. Investigation of the main chemical composition of the 
algal cellulose reveals that this is a complex multi-component matrix containing 
residual quantities of algal material, wherein the main component is cellulose: 580 ± 
30 and 320 ±15 mg / g in L. digitata F. vesiculosus, respectively. Residual amounts of 
alginic acids and easily hydrolysable polysaccharides are completely removed during 
the purification of the cellulose matrix. 

It has been shown that the cellulose of the Fucus vesiculosus is predominantly in 
the lα form, while the cellulose Laminaria digitata is in the 1β form. Cellulose with a 
low degree of crystallinity, similar in structure to cellulose II, was found in the studied 
samples. It was shown that the purified algal cellulose has a mesoporous structure with 
an average pore size of 13 nm for L. digitata and 11 nm for F. vesiculosus and a pore 
volume of 0.11 ± 0.01 and 0.040 ± 0.01 cm3 / g, respectively. 

Complex systematic studies of the sorption properties of algal cellulose with 
respect to heavy metal ions have been performed and physicochemical regularities in 
the distribution of heavy metal ions in the heterophasic algal cellulose-aqueous solution 
system have been established. The regularities of the influence of various factors (pH 
of the medium, temperature of the solution) on the kinetics and thermodynamics of the 
distribution of heavy metal ions in the heterophasic system of the polysaccharide 
material-aqueous solution were established. 

It was shown that algal cellulose has a high limiting specific adsorption capacity 
with respect to heavy metal ions: 60 ± 3 and 60 ± 3 with respect to cadmium ions, 105 
± 5 and 128 ± 6 mg / g with respect to lead ions, for cellulose L. digitata and F. 
vesiculosus, respectively, at a pH of an aqueous solution of the corresponding salt and 
temperature 37 ° C. Experimental data shows that the mechanism of heavy metals 
adsorption by algal cellulose has endothermic nature with the predominance of 
chemisorption processes. The main reaction centers are carboxyl, hydroxyl and 
carbonyl groups. It has been established that purified algal fiber exhibits sorption 
activity with respect to pathogenic microorganisms on the same level as the activated 
carbon and 5–10 % higher than that of microcrystalline cellulose. In accordance with 
the results obtained, purified algal cellulose can be considered as a new, promising 
enterosorbent. 
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The previous researches showed that thin and ultra thin films of palladium (II) 

oxide could be the promising materials for the gas sensors which are capable 

effectively define concentration of oxidizing toxic gases: ozone and nitrogen dioxide 

[1−3]. However, until now physical and chemical properties of palladium (II) oxide are 

studied insufficiently. For example, the nature of the point defects responsible for 

nonstoichiometry and p-type conductivity of palladium (II) oxide is not established. 

The main purpose of this study is to recognize the evolution of crystal structure 

of PdO thin films with thickness  35 – 40 nm upon the oxidation temperature in dry 

oxygen. By XRD measurements it has been found that the values of lattice constants 

and unit cell volume of tetragonal crystal structure of PdO film (Figure 1 a) increased 

with the rise of the oxidation temperature at Tox = 570 − 1020 K interval. Taking into 

account the anisotropic distortion of PdO film crystal structure (Figure 1 b) the 

obtained experimental data specify that the deviation from stoichiometry, excess 

oxygen concentration, and p-type conductivity can be caused by interstitial oxygen 

atoms in PdO films. 

                               a)                                                                         b) 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Dependence of the unit cell volume Vuc (a) and ratio of lattice constant c and a (b) 

 of PdO films upon the oxidation temperature: 1 – homogeneous samples; 

2 – heterogeneous sample; 3 – ASTM etalon data. 
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Progress of optical materials science and laser technology is inseverably 

associated with the search for new laser active and magnetooptical materials. In the 

past two decades, research has been carried out in the field of developing methods for 

producing and studying the properties of optical ceramics. The ceramic approach offers 

several advantages compared to single crystal growth such as controlling the material 

composition, increasing the aperture of the optical elements and fabrication of gradient-

doped samples. 

Materials based on rare-earth oxides possess high thermophysical properties, and 

the ability of varying the composition of their solid solutions allows to directionally 

change the target properties of the obtained material (wavelength and width of the 

luminescence bands, Verdet constant, etc.). 

An approach for self-propagating high-temperature synthesis of rare earth oxides 

powders was developed. Yb0.1(RE1xRE21-x)1.9O3 powders of solid solutions of yttrium, 

scandium and lutetium oxides doped by ytterbium, where RE1 and RE2 = Sc, Y, Lu, x 

= 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1, were obtained using the glycine-nitrate technique. Their main 

luminescent properties were investigated. It was shown that the position of the maxima 

of the luminescence bands in mixed oxides is linearly dependent on the composition. 

In solid solutions an increase in the FWHM (full width at half-maximum) of the 

luminescence bands from 16 nm for Yb:Sc2O3 to 25 nm for Yb:(Y0.75Sc0.25)2O3 is 

observed, as compared with individual oxides. The broadening of the Yb3+ ions 

emission bandwidth was observed for the disordered mixed oxide media in comparison 

with the individual rare earth oxides. Fabrication of laser quality transparent ceramics 

of 5%Yb,5%La: (YxLu1-x)2O3 composition was achieved. 

Novel optical materials based on terbium, holmium and dysprosium oxides were 

obtained. The Verdet constant values of the Ho2O3 and Dy2O3 optical ceramics are 1.3 

and 2 times higher compared to terbium-gallium garnet which makes them perspective 

materials for magnetooptical media of Faraday isolators and rotators. Moreover Tb2O3 

has a substantially higher value of Verdet constant (3.5 times higher compared to TGG), 

which makes it very promising for Faraday devices and further investigation of its 

properties is of great interest. 
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Increasing the degree of chemical (less than 10-8 at.% by impurities) and phase 

purity of AsxSe1-x glasses expands the use of this material for the development of new 

more efficient fiber-optic and planar devices. On the other hand, the calorimetric and 

volumetric properties measured on high-purity samples contribute to the optimization 

of fiber drawing modes, the calorimetric measurement of optical absorption and the 

determination of the conditions for their further operation. 

The aim of the work are the experimental determination of the density and 

coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) of high-purity samples of AsxSe1-x (x = 0.3, 

0.35, 0.40, 0.46, 0.5) glasses and predictive calculation of their temperature 

dependencies. 

The density of the glasses at room temperature was measured pycnometrically 

using distilled water as an immersion liquid. Error of the density determination was 

0.01 g/cm3. Weighing accuracy was 0.01 mg, accuracy of thermostating was 0.1 K. 

The values of the mean coefficient of volumetric expansion for the investigated 

glass samples in the temperature range 293-353 K were determined on a horizontal 

quartz dilatometer with an accuracy of ±1.4∙10-6 K-1. 

The calculation of the temperature dependencies of the density and the CTE for 

each glass composition (Fig. 1) was carried out using the statistical-thermodynamic 

model. Measured for glass AsxSe1-x and statistically processed density values together 

with the coefficient of volumetric thermal expansion at 293 K were used to determine 

volumetric parameters of the model. Based on the parameters found, the temperature 

dependencies of the density and the coefficient of volumetric thermal expansion in the 

wide temperature range (from 0 K to ~600 K) were calculated. 

 
Figure 1. Temperature dependencies of the coefficient of thermal expansion and density. Lines are 

the calculated dependencies for different arsenic content (molar fraction); circles and crosses are the 

experimental and literature values, respectively. 
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It is well known that ceramics on aluminum oxide basis have a number of high 

physical and mechanical properties. However, such ceramics has a low brittle fracture 

resistance.  

The increasing the brittle fracture resistance of aluminum oxide ceramics involve 

the creation of nanostructures materials and including transformation and dispersion-

hardening phases. 

The introduction of tetragonal zirconium dioxide in the aluminum oxide matrix 

has a positive effect on the bending strength and crack resistance of the material. 

This paper reviews the present composites of aluminum oxide matrix with 

tetragonal zirconium and hexagonal aluminates.   

The contents  Al2O3 was changed in composites in the range from 55 to the 80 

vol. %. The precursors were synthesized with all components  precipitated  

simultaneously by an ammonia solution [1].  

Phases of tetragonal zirconium dioxide, korundum and hexaaluminates are 

formed by "in situ" in a sintering process of nanopowders. Hexagonal aluminates are 

crystallized in the form of long-prismatic grains. This grains perform the function of 

dispersion  hardening of the material.  

Figure 1 illustrates three-grain composition of a microstructure that correspond to 

the called phases. 

 

 a    b 
Figure 1. Microstructure of composites: a) 55Al; b ) 80Al  
The overall impact of transformation and dispersion hardening made it possible 

to increase the strength (1000MPa) and  the cracking resistance (K1c 11.0 MPa  m1/2 )    

of composites with  Al2O3 matrix.   
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Molecular dynamics study of interaction of hydrogen atom with edge and screw 
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Interaction of hydrogen with metals remains a topic of active studies in the last 

century. This is because of practical importance of metal-hydrogen systems. They find 

applications as radiation resistant materials, materials for extra-pure hydrogen filters 

and isotope fractioning, for accumulation and storage of light gases, for hydrogen 

transportation, etc. The traps which are responsible for capturing hydrogen atoms in 

technically pure metals are lattice defects: point defects and their complexes, 

dislocations, grain boundaries, volume defects [1]. The interaction of hydrogen with 

these defects is the reason of a number of phenomena associated with changes in the 

properties of hydrogenated metals, such as embrittlement, change of and mobility of 

defects caused by this change in the self-diffusion characteristics of the metal [1, 2]. 

On the other hand, directional introduction of the traps is an effective way of dealing 

with hydrogen embrittlement. Therefore, the study of processes of hydrogen interaction 

with the structure imperfections is topical. 

Our work is devoted to the molecular dynamics study of the interaction of 

hydrogen atom with edge and screw dislocations in Pd and Ni. Using the molecular 

dynamics, we have shown that edge dislocations in metals such as Pd and Ni are 

effective traps for hydrogen. At the same time, the sorption capacity increases with an 

increase in the density of the jogs on the edge dislocation. The diffusion of hydrogen 

atoms in the dislocation region occurs mainly along the dislocation core. The energy 

of hydrogen migration along the dislocation, as calculations have shown, is much 

(almost two times) lower than in a defect-free crystal. In the presence of the jog on the 

edge dislocation, the diffusion of hydrogen, on the contrary, slows down − in this case 

the jog keeps the hydrogen atoms in its region. When compared with the sorption 

ability of a vacancy, a dislocation is a less effective trap-defect for hydrogen. 

Nevertheless, dislocations can act as a tool for controlling the diffusion mobility of 

hydrogen in crystals: creating dislocation walls and low-angle grain boundaries of a 

certain orientation, it is possible to create a directed diffusion flow of hydrogen, which 

can have practical significance for problems of hydrogen accumulation and filtration. 
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Formate metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) with perovskite-type topology have 

been extensively studied due to their great variety, unique physicochemical properties, 

i.e. ferroelectricity or multiferroicity [1,2]. Among the huge family of hybrid organic-

inorganic MOFs there is a still growing subgroup with a more complex metal-formate 

framework composed of equimolar mixture of alkali and trivalent metal ions with the 

general formula [A]MI
0.5M

III
0.5(HCOO)3, where A denotes protonated amine. The 

[C2H5NH3]Na0.5Fe0.5(HCOO)3 crystal was the first heterometallic formate MOF 

crystallizing in the polar monoclinic Pn space group. The arrangement of 

ethylammonium cations gives rise to the spontaneous polarization located in the ac 

plane estimated to (0.2, 0, 0.8) μC/cm2 [3]. 

We report the high-pressure structure-related properties of the heterometallic 

perovskite-type [C2H5NH3]Na0.5Cr0.5(HCOO)3 crystal. The high-pressure X-ray 

diffraction studies showed a first-order structural phase transition at 3.6 GPa. The high-

pressure Raman scattering experiment 

exhibits its presence in the 4.0–4.4 GPa range. 

Both, the ambient- and high-pressure phases 

were refined in the non-centrosymmetric 

polar monoclinic Pn symmetry. The 

mechanism of the phase transition involves 

the strong compression and distortion of the 

NaO6 subnetwork and consequently the 

decrease of the space available for the 

accommodated EtA+ cations that at critical 

pressure change the configuration in the 

pores. The ambient pressure dielectric 

studies of the monocrystal confirm its 

ferroelectric character. Based on the 

theoretical (DFT) calculations we have 

estimated the magnitude of the ferroelectric polarisation lying within the ac plane to 

0.9 μC/cm2 at ambient pressure. They have revealed the enhancement of the magnitude 

Figure 1. Polarization as a function of 

pressure along the a-direction (bottom), the 

c-direction (middle) and total magnitude 

(top). 
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of ferroelectric polarisation with increasing pressure up to 1.1 μC/cm2 at 3 GPa (Fig. 

1).  
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        The effect of local laser treatment [1] on the domain structure and magnetic losses 

in elements of intricately designed magnetic circuits has been studied. A combined 

method of optimization of the magnetic domain structure, magnetic flux, and 

functional characteristics of anisotropic electrical-sheet steels with a medium level of 

magnetic properties in designs of electrical magnetic circuits is proposed. 

         The physical principles underlying the treatment of individual elements and of the 

core-type magnetic circuit as a whole consists in the reduction of the domain width 

and, in this way, decrease of the velocities of the domain-wall motion upon the 

magnetization reversal, which results in a lowering of the eddy-current component of 

the magnetic losses. For that the creation on the surface of laminar elements in the 

corresponding directions (see Fig. 1) of narrow zones of thermal deformation (zone 6, 

Fig. 2 b) with magnetic stray fields and the gaps smaller than the crystallite size.   

          In the parts of the П-shaped elements that connect laminas of the bars and are 

oriented transversely to the rolling direction (portions 3, Fig.1), the deformation zones 

applied along the texture axis [001] give rise to the tensile stresses oriented transversely 

[2] to the texture axis. With such orientation, the tension changes the longitudinal 

magnetic anisotropy for the transverse one. This results in a rearrangement of the initial 

basic stripe 180 domains into structure with inside volume 90 domains, magnetized 

transversely, along two other easy magnetization axes [010] and [100]. That reduced 

of core magnetic losses on 15-18 %. 

             

                            Figure 1.                                                              Figure 2.                      

         1. Scheme of optimal formation of the deformed zones of laser treatment  in laminated. 

         2. Fragments of portions 2 (Figure1) prior (а) and after (b) the laser treatment.  x30. 
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The purpose of this work was to analyze the results obtained in the study of the 

structure, mechanical properties of the layer formed on Hardox 450 steel cored wire Fe 

- C - Ni - B. 

We used Hardox 450 steel as our base material (content, mass %: 0,19 C; 0,70 Si; 

1,6 Mn; 0,025 P; 0,010 S; 0,25 Cr; 0,25 Ni; 0,25 Mo; and 0,004 B; the remainder was 

Fe). The hardened layer was deposited via MIG/MAG (Metal Inert Gas/Metal Active 

Gas) arc welding, using melting metal electrodes with an automatic feed of filler wire 

in a gas environment (Ar = 98%, CO2 = 2%), welding currents that ranged from 250 to 

300 A, and voltages of 30–35 V. As the electrode for deposition, we used a flux-cored 

wire with a chemical composition (mass %) of 0,7 C; 2,0Mn; 1,0 Si; 2,0 Ni; and 6,5 B; 

the remainder was Fe. 

A distinctive feature of the phase composition of the surface layer  the formation 

of iron boride (predominantly Fe2B) plates in the eutectic. The inclusions of iron boride 

had no dislocation substructure in their bulk, distinguishing them fundamentally from 

the adjacent layers of the α-phase. The reason for there being no dislocation 

substructure in iron boride plates is their comparatively high level of hardness (12.5 to 

16.5 GPa). In analyzing the change in microhardness over the transverse cross section 

(Fig. 1), we noted the formation of a high-strength surface layer whose microhardness 

ranged from 12.0 to 14.0 GPa, i.e., more than double the hardness of the base metal 

(Hardox 450 steel) at a thickness of the deposited layer of at least 7 mm. 

 
Figure 1. Microhardness profile of the surface layer–steel system. 
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It is known that when changing the conditions or under  impulse action, 
composites with programmable behavior or intelligent composites can change their 
properties and turn into other forms of materials that have new properties. At the same 
time, the formation of nanophases and nanostructures is of great importance in modern 
macrosystems. With the introduction of nanoparticles into the polymer matrix, its 
macromolecules gather around the nanoparticles, forming a fairly dense nucleus. The 
number of macromolecules around is determined by the surface energy of the 
nanoparticle or the charge distributed on its surface and its fluctuations on the surface 
of the nanoparticle. 

Numerous strength material tests for various purposes confirm the positive effect 
on macromolecules and their mutual organization. Among the majority of 
nanostructures a significant place belongs to silicon-containing formations. Silicon 
dioxide, for example, has been used in formulations of various new materials (SiO2 is 
silica, known in medicine as Polysorb, SiO2 is Aerosil, as a thixotropic filler, silicon 
carbide is a key component of high-temperature ceramic-matrix compounds). The use 
of compositions with a high silicon content is promising for creating materials 
remaining fire resistant for a long time, which is now quite important in the designs of 
fire resistant doors, high-temperature furnaces and other units. The material must have 
its own high heat capacity.  

Intermolecular bonds between silicon and binding fire-resistant compositions, 
known in a wide range of fire resistance up to 240 minutes, are of great practical 
interest. However, the mechanism of their physicochemical transformations is reduced 
to thermal decomposition of the polymer binder with the formation of a foamed 
product, which affects the increase in thermal conductivity.  

When using liquid glass in combination with silica-containing nanofillers with the 
presence of chopped fiberglass as a binding alkaline component, it is possible to obtain 
fire-resistant materials with a high intrinsic heat capacity. These materials can be 
successfully applied in flame-retardant structures with a fire resistance of more than 
240 minutes, which is extremely important in the case of an extreme situation in 
inhabited objects. The initial tests confirm the effectiveness of high-temperature 
building materials with the liquid-glass binder. 
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Nanostructured materials are an object of growing interest for basic and applied 

science [1]. Metal nanoparticles can be used in the creation of biophysical sensors, 

modulators, high-speed optical devices, LEDs with enhanced luminescence, solar cells. 

The purpose of this work is to determine the spectral and energy characteristics 

of lasing in nanodispersed active media enclosed in a solid matrix. 

The experiment used transparent polymethacrylate plates measuring 10 × 10 cm 

thick (0.60 ± 0.04) mm, which were obtained by polymerizing polymethacrylate, the 

plates were impregnated with Rhodamine 6G solution with a concentration of 10-3 mol 

/ liter and AgNO3 solution at a concentration of 100 mg / l, dried in an oven at a 

temperature of 140-150 ° C. Then these plates were cut to a size of 6.0 × 8.0 mm 

(weight 0.05 g). 

The plates were irradiated with laser radiation at a wavelength of 532 nm. Using 

a spectrometer, we recorded the emission spectra by which the dependences of the half-

width of the emission spectrum of the film on the pump energy were constructed. One 

of these dependencies is shown in Figure 1. 

 

 
Figure 1. Graph of the half-width of the emission spectrum of the film from the pump energy 

for films with a thickness of 500 μm with a transmission of 58.48% 

 

The results of this work can be useful in terms of the formation of dispersed 

structures with specified optical properties. Such structures can also be used in the 

development of biosensors and other devices, in particular, optical filters and 

modulators of optical radiation. 
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PhD students’ surveys of the leading Russian universities [1] show that more than 

half of the respondents consider a postgraduate program as a way of career 

development as a researcher or teacher in scientific and educational organizations. 

Prospects of academic career development are associated with academic degree. At the 

same time, in 2006, every third PhD student graduated with the thesis defense, in 2017 

only every eighth post-graduate student did it [2]. Thus, there is a contradiction 

between empirical interests of post-graduate students in profession, connected with 

academic area and the real results of their postgraduate studies. The reasons for this 

contradiction can be revealed in post-graduate students’ motivation. Investigation of 

learning motives, their stability, tendency as well as factors influencing their dynamics 

is essential indeed.  

Interview  with post-graduate students and their supervisors in two leading  

universities (Lobachevsky State University, Higher School of Economics) were carried 

out. So, postgraduate motives can be classified on the basis of  the concept of social action 

motives [3]: “disinterested motives”, in the framework of which academic activity has 

value in itself and  “affecting interests” motives, where academic activity is  “neutral 

means”, aimed at achieving their own goals. 

Classification of motives has been suggested (interest in research and teaching 

activity as inherent worth, postgraduate education as a way of professional and 

personal development, obtaining a degree as an indicator of “success in life”, 

educational perfectionism, graduate program as a hobby, attractiveness of the 

institutional environment, etc.). The motives for post-graduate study in PhD students’ 

and their supervisors’ assessments have much in common. However, some motives 

clearly correspond to the further academic career, other motives are more universal in 

professional and personal terms, and some other motives are dysfunctional to the 

purpose of the institute of postgraduate education. 
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Currently, Kazan State University of Architecture and Engineering (KSUAE) 

offers doctoral courses at 32 departments. 19 academic programs are held by 50 Ph.D. 

supervisors. Doctoral programs include: (01.06.01) Mathematics and mechanics; 

(03.06.01) Physics and astronomy; (04.06.01) Chemistry; (07.06.01) Architecture; 

(08.06.01) Civil engineering; (09.06.01) Computer science; (13.06.01) HVAC and 

electrical engineering; (18.06.01) Chemical technology; (38.06.01) Economics; 

(39.06.01) Sociology;(44.06.01) Education and pedagogy; (46.06.01) History and 

archaeology; (47.06.01) and other. 

Each doctoral program includes objectives, contents, teaching and research 

activity, management activity, and final outcome descriptions. 

bviously, the training of post-graduates is a complex system that includes social, 

cultural, research, and pedagogical components. It is characterized by a diversity of 

relationships and dependencies between these components along with the complexity 

of their manifestation. However, doctoral training at KSUAE is a holistic process that 

includes the unity of two processes: teaching and research activities. The internal 

characteristics of these processes are different because their core and their functioning 

are based on the different nature. 

The research process at KSUAE is ensured by the methodology of research and 

the collection of R&D departments, including: "Civil engineering research lab"; 

"Tatstroytrest" test center; "Civil engineering physics" R&D lab; “Geotechnical 

engineering” R&D lab; Nanotechnology in construction materials R&D lab; 

"SYSTEMS" - engineering systems R&D lab; "INNOPROJECT" - Architectural 

bureau; “Stroitel” ("Builder") - technological cluster; Road quality R&D lab, led by 

Institute of Transport Structures; and a number of other R&D departments.  

Doctoral training at KSUAE is provided by a combination of professional and 

educational standards, educational materials, qualified teaching staff, information 

resources, educational and R&D departments including "SYSTEMS" lab; "Prochnost" 

(“Strength”) - R&D and training lab; "Zelyoniye Standarty" (“Green Standards”) 

competence center, Center for the development of design implementation; Civil 

Engineering safety expertise center; “Active learning” classroom; Information center 

for collective use "System of water supply, sanitation, environmental engineering and 

nanotechnology in the processes of water and sewage treatment" and other 

departments. 

Thus, due to its dual nature, doctoral training at KSUAE is a more complex entity 

than just a learning process; its structure is based on the unity of two processes, critical 

to its formation as a pedagogical system. This is not just a sum of the individual 

components, but an independent holistic phenomenon with their special patterns that 

are to be developed and justified within the context of a new pedagogy paradigm. 
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The traditional method for preparation of tellurite molybdate glasses is based on 

the fusion of a mixture of binary oxides taken in the preset ratio and quenching the melt 

produced. The optical properties of the glasses depend primarily on the nature and the 

oxidation state of elements in oxide macro-components, dopants and impurities, and of 

glass microhomogeneity. Reduction of Mo+6 atoms into Mo+5 in the batch and in the 

melt takes place in these syntheses. The presence of Mo+5 atoms diminishes optical 

transparency of glasses in visual and near IR spectral ranges. According to new 

approach glass-forming melt is considered to be the product of chemical 

transformation. Chemical reactions between the mixture components influence on the 

oxidation state of molybdenum. 

The report presents the results of research on the preparation of tellurite-

molybdate glasses from the batches which differ each other in the chemical form of 

tellurium, molybdenum, bismuth, lanthanum, and other elements. The followed 

substances were tested as the initial materials: 1) the precipitates isolated from the 

solutions of the elements compounds; 2) the mixtures of inorganic acids and their salts 

which are capable to decompose into binary oxides if taken in the individual state; 

3) the mixture of complex oxides of elements. The nature of chemical processes which 

take place in the course of batch preparation from the aqueous solution, of the thermal 

treatment of the solid batch, and of batch melting was revealed.  

The asset of the first method is the use of the finely dispersed mixture containing 

particles sized from tens down to few nanometers. This feature reduces the duration of 

the homogenizing fusion which contributes to decrease melt contamination in crucible 

material. The batch of the second type is composed of the compounds of elements in 

the highest oxidation state, namely Te+6 in telluric acid and N+5 in nitrates. It provides 

the condensed phase with the oxidant at each stage of the glass preparation process. 

This allows us to hinder the reduction of Mo+6 atoms which is responsible for the 

decrease in the glass optical transparency in the visible and near infrared spectral 

ranges. The batch of the third kind contains complex oxides which possess a lower 

melting point as compared with that for the corresponding binary oxides. This property 

provides a possibility of preparation of glasses of better optical quality with the high 

content of refractory oxide.  

The use of the batch composed of the chemically reactive components allows us 

to prepare tellurite-molybdate glasses of high optical transparency in the short-wave 

spectral range. 
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the phase content of sintered ceramics 
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Ternary compounds (η-phases) of the WC-Co system are formed if the content of 

carbon atoms in the alloy is less than the content of tungsten atoms [1]. Technologists 

are trying to eliminate the appearance of the η-phase by adding an extra graphite to the 

initial powder of WC-Co. 

The objects of study were 12 ceramic samples sintered from micron α-WC powder 

with cobalt and carbon, the amount of which ranged from 0 to 0.5 wt. % in increment 

of 0.1 wt. %. The samples were compacted with a diameter of 12 mm and a thickness 

of 3 mm by the method of spark plasma sintering (SPS) at T = 1100°C and T = 1400°C 

and then the surface was mechanically polished with a diamond paste and finished with 

the paste with dispersion of 1/0 μm. X-ray diffraction experiments was carried out on 

a Shimadzu XRD-700 powder diffractometer (CuKα, λ = 1.54 Å). As a result it was 

found that the content of η-phase in the sample sintered at a lower temperature 

(1100°C) with 0.2 wt. % C is at the detection limit, when as at a higher temperature η-

phase is suppressed at 0.3 wt. % C.  

The cobalt peaks are displaced on experimental diffractograms. We can conclude 

the change of the unit cell parameters in accord with the Bragg equation. So, if the 

parameters of the cell of the α-WC phase do not change within the limits of error with 

an increase in the content of free carbon in the initial powder, then the cobalt peaks are 

shifted toward larger angles (Fig. 1). This suggests a decrease in the cubic cobalt cell 

parameter a. Tungsten and carbon dissolve in cobalt with substitution, but, since its 

cell decreases, the proportion of dissolved carbon atoms is greater. 

 
Figure 1. Dependence of the unit cell parameter Co on the free carbon content in the case of 

sintering at T = 1100°C and T = 1400°C. 

Acknowledgment: this work was supported by RSF (grant №18-73-10177). 
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The In2O3 and SnO2 oxides belong to the Transparent Conductive Oxides group 

and form a quasi-binary system which is the basis for so called ITO (Indium Tin Oxide) 

materials synthesis. ITO thin films are of interest as transparent conductive coatings in 

solar cells, LEDs, transparent antistatic coatings, infrared mirrors and devices with a 

flat screen. The high-temperature behavior of the In2O3–SnO2 system has not been 

systematically investigated yet and this circumstance restricts the application of the 

ITO materials at elevated temperatures. The main problem is the evaporation of the 

volatile component – SnO2, and as a result – the composition change and, consequently, 

variation in electrophysical properties of the material. 

In the present study the vaporization processes in the system were investigated in 

the whole composition range by Knudsen effusion mass spectrometry at 1450 K. The 

In2O, In, InO, SnO и O2 species were detected in the vapor over the system. 

The incongruent character of vaporization processes was determined. The vapor was 

enriched by the SnO2 vaporization products and the figurative point of the system 

shifted towards the In2O3 component during the vaporization experiments.  The partial 

and total pressures of the vapor species were obtained and the first-principle p-x-section 

was constructed.  

 
Figure 1. Schematic p-x-section of the In2O3–SnO2 system phase diagram. 

Acknowledgment: this work was supported by the Presidium of the Russian Academy 

of Sciences (program 1.35.2.4). 
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Sulfur is widely used in the production of crystalline and glassy optical and 

optoelectronic materials. Interest in the study of the effect of the isotope composition 

of such materials on their properties is constantly increasing. Sulfur is a convenient 

model object for investigating the behavior of isotopically mixed materials. 

A combined method of purification of small amounts of monoisotopic sulfur, 

including chemical-thermal treatment of its vapors on silica glass and cerium dioxide 

packing, melting with aluminum and distillation, has been proposed and tested. 

The parameters of the unit cell α-(32S8)1-x(
34S8)x and α-32S4

34S4 in the temperature 

range from -100 to +90°C were determined by powder X-ray diffraction. At 

temperatures below 30°C, the unit cell parameters of samples of an equimolar 

composition and a composition close to it are substantially less than those of α-32S8 and 

α-34S8 (Fig. 1). The maximum difference of 0.17(1)% in the volume of the unit cell is 

observed for the sample with x = 0.45 at -100°C. This may be due to the ordering of 
32S8 and 34S8 molecules in mixed crystal with decreasing temperature. The region of 

reduction of the unit cell parameters in the “composition-temperature” diagram is 

similar to the state diagrams of binary systems where the ordered intermetallic 

compounds are formed (Fig. 2). 

Using the adiabatic vacuum and differential scanning calorimetry, the temperature 

dependence of the heat capacity Cp° and the characteristics of α-32S8, α-34S8 and α-

(32S8)0.5(
34S8)0.5 phase transformations were determined in the temperature range from 

T→0 to 450 K. The results of thermodynamic studies are consistent with X-ray data: 

the reduction of the unit cell parameters α-(32S8)0.5(
34S8)0.5 with decreasing temperature 

from 30 to -100°C corresponds to the increase in Cp° of this sample by 2.5(3)% with 

respect to α-32S8 и α-34S8 (Fig. 3). The difference in zero point energy of α-32S8 and α-
34S8 is ~30 J/mol and is comparable with the thermal effects of the known phase 

transformations in sulfur. The obtained results indicate that the behavior of isotopic 

mixtures of polyatomic molecules can be of critical nature. 

   
Fig. 1. Unit cell volumes of  

α-(32S8)1-x(
34S8)x, and  

α-32S4
34S4 at -60.0°С. 

Fig. 2. Extremal behavior region 

of 32S8 – 34S8 solid mixtures. 

Fig. 3. Fragment of the temperature 

dependence of heat capacity α-32S8,  

α-34S8, and α-(32S8)0.5(
34S8)0.5. 
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Layered perovskites are 

gaining much attention 

recently because of their 

controllable properties. There 

are 3 main families of layered 

perovskites: Aurivillius 

phases, Ruddlesden – Popper 

phases, and Dion – Jacobson 

phases. Dion – Jacobson 

phases, containing only one 

alkali ion in interlayer space 

(Fig.1) are especially 

interesting due to their 

photocatalytic properties and 

ion-exchange abilities. They 

can be described with general 

formula A’[An-1BnO3n+1], where n is the number of octahedra in the layer. Knowledge 

of a crystal structure of Dion – Jacobson phases is crucial for prediction of their 

semiconductor and photocatalytic behavior. 

A new compound of the family, n=3 RbLaNaNb3O10 was synthesized using 

conventional solid-state reaction between stoichiometric quantities of RbNO3, La2O3, 

Na2CO3, and Nb2O5 (50 % mol. of RbNO3 was added due to volatilization) at 1150 °C 

for 12 h with 2 intermediate grindings and tablet pressings. XRD analysis of the sample 

was carried out using Shimadzu XRD-6000 diffractometer in the 2θ range – 4-120 ° 

with 0.02 ° step and a dwell time-per-step of 10 s. Rietveld refinement of the powder 

X-ray diffraction data was carried out using TOPAS 3 software. Since RbLaNaNb3O10 

is a structural analogue to the well-known n = 3 RbCa2Nb3O10 phase with 2Ca2+→ La3+ 

+ Na+ cation substitution, RbCa2Nb3O10 was used as model phase for the Rietveld 

refinement. 

Powder XRD data (Fig.1) shows that synthesized sample is single-phase 

compound with tetragonal perovskite structure in the space group P4/mmm. Unit cell 

parameters are a = 0.3883(4) nm, c = 1.509(1) nm. R-factor Rp = 5.5 %. Refinement 

revealed that La3+ and Na+ ions are taking B-site in the structure in approximate 0.5:0.5 

ratio. It is also interesting that uttermost Nb-O bond (0.1549 nm) in the out [NbO6] 

octahedron (Fig.1) is shorter than one in the model (0.1650 nm). It may be related to 

larger ionic radii of La3+ and Na+ compering to Ca2+ ion. 

 

Fig. 1 Rietvield refinement results and crystal structure 

of RbLaNaNb3O10 
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Lithium niobate in single crystal form is one of the most attractive materials in 

optoelectronics due to its unique electro-optical, piezoelectric and nonlinear properties. 

Doping of a LiNbO3cong crystal with non-photorefractive metal cations (Zn2+, Mg2+, 

etc.) is one method for reducing the photorefractive effect [1].  The effect of non-

photorefractive metal dopants on the properties of lithium niobate is based on their 

control of the content and coordination in the crystal of point structural defects of the 

cation sublattice and molecular complexes [2]. However, doping with metal cations at 

significant concentrations increases substantially the optical and structural uniformity 

of the single crystal. In turn, nonmetal cations having other mechanisms of influence 

on the physical characteristics of a crystal-melt system. 

Generally, doping means introducing some dopant into the crystal structure in a 

significant amount in order to change the physical properties of the material. Obtained 

results allow us to expand the term “doping”. Despite the fact that boron can be 

introduced in the charge at high concentrations (up to 2.0 mol%), it doesn’t introduce 

to the structure of the LiNbO3 crystal (the concentration of the boron in the crystal 10-

4 wt. %). The absence of boron in the structure is explained by its pretty small radius 

0.2 Å (Li+ and Nb5+ = 0.68 Å). This is a reason why octahedral coordination of  В3+ 

ion (like Nb5+ ion) is impossible. Oxide compounds of boron, as strong complexing 

agents, have a significant influence on the structure and physical characteristics of the 

melt, and, consequently, on the structure of the grown crystal. An increase in a melting 

point (1264 °С) is observed for LiNbO3:В compared to that of a nominally pure 

congruent crystal. The boron impurity, structuring the melt in a certain way, reduces 

the amount of NbLi defects and is likely to reduce the content of uncontrolled 

impurities. Thus, boron impurity reduces the photorefractive effect value and increases 

structural and optical uniformity of lithium niobate crystals. This is confirmed by the 

Raman data and patterns of photoinduced light scattering. In this case, the melt is 

ordered by the chemically active element in a certain way, but the alloying impurity 

doesn’t enter the structure of the crystal. This approach allows to obtain nominally pure 

LiNbO3 crystals with properties as in a doped crystal but the cation sublattice units 

order and a NbLi defects amount as in a stoichiometric crystal. Thus LiNbO3:В crystals 

possess a much lower photorefractive effect than a stoichiometric crystal.  
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The severe plastic deformation (SPD) methods are actively used to form ultrafine-

grained structure in metals and alloys. They lead to a significant change in the physical 

and mechanical properties of materials. Since the large deformations were accumulated 

during SPD the material lost its ability to deform and begins to break down. Recently, 

a large number of domestic and foreign studies have been devoted to the problems of 

destruction predicting. The most widely used is the Cockcroft-Leitham 

phenomenological criterion (Cockcroft&Leitham), which has both energy and 

deformation nature in various modifications and is used by default in the DEFORM 

software package.  

In this work, we determined the influence of the Cockcroft-Leitham criterion D 

which was varied when the process of ECAP simulating in the software product 

DEFORM-2D, on the prediction of the workpiece destruction.  

We built a model of the die with vertical and horizontal channels intersecting at a 

right angle, with pressure imposed by a punch located in the vertical channel of the die. 

A rod with a square cross section of 9.7х9.7 mm and a length of 60.0 mm was subjected 

to deformation at room temperature. We assigned the properties of an absolutely rigid 

body to the punch and the die. The rod material was considered ductile, and its behavior 

was described by the experimental curves obtained during the upsetting of the 

Sn11Sb5.5Cu Babbitt samples at room temperature. The contact conditions at the 

«rod–die» and «rod–punch» boundaries were described by Siebel's friction model. The 

value of the friction coefficient was accepted as 0.01. The body subjected to 

deformation was divided into 20-node isoparametric finite elements with a quadratic 

approximation of the displacement field. The number of elements was 5200. We 

examined the ECAP process at the rate of punch displacement 1 mm/min. D varied in 

the range from 0.1 to 0.7. 

It was established that with increasing the limiting D value specified in the 

simulation, the damage values increase too. Also, with D increasing, the number of 

ridges on the sample surface increases. The simulation results showed that in order to 

correctly predict the destruction of rods from Sn11Sb5.5Cu babbit under ECAP using 

the Cockcroft-Leitham phenomenological criterion built into DEFORM-2D, it is 

necessary to set the value D not lower than 0.5, which is consistent with the data of the 

natural experiments.  
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Recent studies have shown that electro-current pulse (ECP) treatment provides 

instantaneous entry a high energy into material, while it effectively affects plasticity, 

causes recrystallization, phase transformations, leads to the evolution of the 

microstructure and increases the mechanical characteristics of materials. These effects 

were attributed to an increase in the mobility of dislocations in the presence of the 

electric current (“electron wind”) and subsequent acceleration of the formation of 

recrystallization nuclei or the observed microstructural changes during ECP were 

suggested to be solely due to the Joule heating. A more plausible explanation of the 

ECPs effect on the evolution of defects in metals and alloys must present a mechanism 

of accumulation of the energy of many electrons by individual atoms. 

he purpose of this work was to determine the Joule heating effect on the evolution 

of the grain structure in nickel samples when high-density current pulses were exposed. 

In the first case, nickel was rolled at a cryogenic temperature to a degree of deformation 

of 95%, and then treated with a current pulse in the range of 0.041-0.137×105 A2s×mm-

4 at room temperature. For comparison, static annealing was performed in the 

temperature range 100-500° C. Microstructure analysis was conducted using a 

TESCAN MIRA 3LMH scanning-electron microscope equipped with a CHANNEL 5 

EBSD system. Upon reaching the integral current density of 0.115 × 105 A2s×mm-4 and 

an annealing temperature of 300° C, complete recrystallization occurred in the 

material. 

In the second case nickel was rolled at room temperature to a degree of 

deformation of 90%, and then treated with a single and twenty-fold action of a current 

pulse of magnitude 0.036×105, 0.055×105 and 0.1×105 A2s × mm-4 at room 

temperature. The pulses with repeated exposure were given with a break of 2 min. The 

calculated temperature of the ECP in the first case was 70°C, in the second 130°C, in 

the third 270°C.  

Studies of the samples microstructure after the electropulse treatment with an 

energy of 0.036×105, 0.055×105 A2s×mm-4 showed no difference between a single and 

multiple exposure. No noticeable changes in the evolution of the grain structure were 

detected. When the energy value 0.1×105 A2s×mm-4 was reached, differences were 

appeared in the microstructure. In samples subjected to summarize effects of 20 pulses, 

a more complete recrystallization was observed. For a given energy, this is explained 

by an increase in the total time of the temperature effect as a result of the Joule heating. 
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Protection of parts operating under combined thermal-force loading is usually 

provided by applying a layered or functionally gradient coating to the surface of the 

part. During operation, under the influence of various factors, prestressing and 

deformations can occur in such coatings, which can reach large values and lead to their 

separation. Therefore, the actual problem of mechanics is the construction of applied 

models of thermoelasticity for prestressed coatings and the development of numerical-

analytical methods for solving such problems. 

At the first stage, the equations of quasistatic thermoelasticity are obtained for an 

arbitrary body with allowance for prestresses and deformations. Within the framework 

of the concept of imposing small strains on finite ones, linearization of the equations 

of nonlinear thermoelasticity is carried out. As examples, the problems of 

thermoelasticity for functional-gradient and layered coatings are considered. Studies 

have been carried out for a horizontally elongated rectangle, the sides of which are 

thermally insulated and free from mechanical loads. The lower side is rigidly clamped 

and maintained at a given temperature, and on the upper side there is a combined 

thermomechanical load. 

In the space of a transformant according to Laplace, a single thermoelasticity 

functional was constructed with allowance for pre-stress and strain. To solve the 

problems of thermoelasticity for coatings, a simplified functional was constructed, for 

constructing which, hypotheses were used on the structure of the temperature and 

displacement fields in thickness. From the condition of stationarity of the simplified 

functional, a system of differential equations for the transformant of amplitude 

functions is obtained. After constructing the solution of the boundary value problem, 

the transformant is inverted based on the Durbin method. 

A comparative analysis of the temperature stress distribution in layered and 

functionally gradient coatings was carried out with and without regard to uniform 

prestresses and strains. The calculations were carried out both within the framework of 

the proposed applied models, and on the basis of the finite element method. The limits 

of applicability of the proposed method are determined. 

Acknowledgment: this work was supported by the Russian Science Foundation (project 

No. 18-71-10045).  
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Single crystal solid solutions (Pb1-xBax)5Ge3O11 with x = 0; 0.025; 0.045 and 0.07 are 

grown using melt technique. The crystals are transparent in the visible range, have a maroon-

brown color, have an isometric habit, their sizes have reached 10 mm in diameter. X-ray phase 

analysis confirms the belonging of crystals to solid solutions based on the ferroelectric phase 

Pb5Ge3O11. The crystals Ba content increasing causes a linear increase in the parameter c of 

the hexagonal unit cell, while the parameter a, in contrast to the literature data [1], does not 

increase, but decrease, indicating the presence of structural features of the grown crystals. 

According to X-ray fluorescence analysis, the crystals Ba atoms content in increases linearly 

with its growth in the charge, the proportionality coefficient is 1.23(3). 

The study results of the temperature-frequency dependences of the dielectric constant  

and the dielectric loss tg (Fig. 1, 2) show that crystals with: 

- x = 0 are segnetoelectrics with the Curie point Tc = 443 K;  

- x = 0.025 are similar in properties to return ferroelectric-relaxors, in which Tc lies above 

the temperatures of the relaxation maxima, and not, on the contrary, as in conventional 

ferroelectric-re-laxors;  

- x = 0.045 and 0.07 exhibit properties characteristic of relaxation ferroelectrics with a 

pronounced maximum on the (T) dependences, the position of which shifts with frequency 

towards high temperatures. The temperature dependences of the currents of thermally 

stimulated depolarization maxima were observed in the Tc region, as well as at 290 and 130 

K. Significant differences in the Tc values and the relaxation temperature maxima for the 

studied crystals from the literature data are associated with the features of the synthesis of 

crystals and differences in the defectiveness of their structures. 
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Fig. 1. Dependences () and tg() of crystals with 

x = 0.025 (a), 0.045 (b), and 0.07 (c) 

Fig. 2. Dependences of Tc (1, 2) and 

temperatures of relaxation maxima 

(3 - 6) on the dependences of (T)  on 

the composition of crystals(*) 

(*) 1, 3, 4 according to the data of this work, 2, 5, 6 according to literature data 
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The purpose of this work is the development of methods with improved 

metrological characteristics for the determination of admixtures in alumino-zirconium-

cerium ceramic materials of different purity. We used the method of atomic emission 

spectrometry with inductively coupled plasma (AES-ICP). The studied materials are 

rather complex objects of investigation because of the difficulties of transferring the 

samples to solution and obtaining stable solutions of high concentrations of readily 

hydrolyzed elements of zirconium and hafnium. Optimal schemes for sample 

dissolution and methods of retaining elements in solution have been found. The most 

effective was autoclaved microwave dissolution using the MARS 5 module (CEM 

Corporation, USA).  

The investigations were carried out on atomic-emission spectrometer with an 

inductively coupled plasma of the firm "HORIBA JOBIN YVON" - the model 

"ULTIMA 2" (France-Japan). Optimal analytical parameters for the determination of 

elements are chosen: power, argon costs, height of the observation zone, rate of 

solution supply. Analytic wavelengths for determination of impurity elements are 

found, the influence of matrix elements, the mutual influence of the elements being 

determined, the effect of the concentration and nature of the acid on the analytical 

signals of metals are studied. To eliminate the matrix interference due to the changing 

concentration of the matrix element, the interactive matrix matching method was used. 

With using of AES-ICP the methods were developed for determination of harmful 

(As, Cr, Cd, Li, Pb), "coloring" (Co, Cu, Fe, Mn, Ni) and functional (Al, Ba, Ca, Ce, 

Hf, K, Mg, Na, Sr, Y, Zn, Zr) elements in ceramic compounds of the composition: 

Al2O3–ZrO2–CeO2,, ZrO2 - СеО2, ZrO2 - Y2О3, ZrO2-СеО2-Al2O3, ZrO2-Yb2О3, Al2O3–

ZrO2-Yb2О3. New techniques have made it possible to carry out express  quantitative 

determination of content of impurity elements in a wide range of concentrations from 

1·10-3 to 10 n%, with improved metrological characteristics, using limited amount of 

samples (from 1 mg), without preliminary separation of the matrix and without using 

solid standard samples. The relative standard deviation (Sr) is 0.05-0.005 at the content 

of elements from 1 to 10% and does not exceed 0.12 at the elements content from 0.001 

to 0.1%. 

Analytical control of research on the development of new generation ceramic 

biomaterials, in particular, medical composite materials, used for bone repair, was 

provided. 
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Progress and perspective in high purity substances production for semiconductor industry 
 

Vorotyntsev V.M., Vorotyntsev A.V., Vorotyntsev I.V., Petukhov А.N.,  
Trubyanov M.M., Atlaskin A.A., Makarov D.A., Sergeeva M.S.  
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Nizhny Novgorod, Russia 
E-mail: vlad@vorotyn.nnov.ru 

 

In the last decade novel approaches for post-synthesis processes of separation and 

high purification of gases are gaining a larger acceptance in industry. The market is 

competing with consolidated operations such as cryogenic distillation. The key for new 

approaches of distillation, membranes and crystallization in challenging and harsh 

environments is the development of new tough, high performance materials that are 

characterized by higher energy efficiency comparison with conventional cryogenic 

distillation. This review highlights the most promising fields of research in high 

purification and separation of gases, by considering the elevated pressure and thermal 

distillations, membrane cascades, purification in synthesis by use of catalytic 

technologies, crystallization and hydride methods based on them. 

The most of the such precursors are high purity substances, which are needed port-

synthesis purification procedures. On proposed examples of some project, it was 

shown, that process intensification together with cost reduction by the increase in 

energy efficiency is still possible. With the development of new process concepts, new 

membranes, new distillation and new crystallization applications will emerge. Proper 

demonstration projects, such as some in progress, will help this development. It was 

shown also that membrane gas separation competes with other separation processes on 

the basis of overall economics, safety, and environmental and technical aspects. In 

chemical engineering, membrane-based gas and vapor separations are to this day, well 

consolidated and compete with cryogenic distillation, absorption and crystallization for 

production of high pure substances for the semiconductor industry, especially in hybrid 

schemes where several physico-chemical methods are integrated like absorption 

pervaporation or gas hydrate crystallization. Moreover these hi-tech approaches 

characterized by high value of energy efficiency which might be used also in ordinary 

chemical production technologies. 
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part of unsteady-state membrane separation and project № 17-73-20275 in part of the 

catalytic technologies in semiconductor precursor production); by the Russian 

Foundation of Basic Research (project № 17-08-01053 in part of thermal distillation; 

project № 16-38-60192 mol_a_dk in part of the silane production; project № 16-38-

60174 mol_a_dk in part of membrane based hybrid processes and membrane column 

concept for gases high purification) and by the Grant of the President of the Russian 

Federation MC-2924.2017.8 and  in part of elevated pressure distillation and by the 

Ministry of Education and Science of the Russian Federation in the Framework of the 
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The definition of macro-stresses in products is an important problem for modern 

technology, often operating under very extreme conditions of temperature and load.  

For their analysis and determination, requires highly trained metalworkers-engineers. 

For this reason, in the educational process it is required to conduct a laboratory 

workshop on the definition of macro-stresses with complete independent performance 

of all procedures, which is provided by this method.  Radiographic determination of 

macro-stresses, as the most effective method, is most often carried out using the “sin2ψ 

method”. In process of performing the laboratory work, a sample for the study, which 

is supposed to contain stresses, is given usually.  However, the student didn’t take part 

for sample prepare, because he still has doubts about the reliability of the results of his 

measurements.  In order to eliminate this problem, it was proposed to independently 

load the test sample in the field of elastic deformation, creating stresses in it and 

measuring them mechanically. For this purpose, a simple loading device in the form of 

a goniometric attachment has been developed.  It allows, using the “sin2ψ method”, to 

test the sample before loading, to self-load the sample in the attachment to a 

predetermined deformation and in this state to perform X-ray imaging, and then unload 

the sample and re-radiograph after unloading it.  Analysis of the measurement results 

with such a test system allows the student to obtain more convincing information. The 

developed loading mechanism makes it possible to study stresses on samples of various 

shapes and sizes and, as a result, to simulate the stress state in real products. 
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Perfluorinated hydrides of germanium in the synthesis of copolymers 

 varying structures 
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At polymerization of vinyl monomers in the presence of  tris-

(pentafluorophenyl)germane and bis-(pentafluorophenyl)germane, it was found that 

they are good chain transfer agents (the relative constant of chain transfer (Cs) on 

(C6F5)3GeH and (C6F5)2GeH2 during radical polymerization of some monomers are 

presented in Table 1). Relatively high values Cs made it possible to develop several 

methods for producing block copolymers of different structures (branched, linear and 

linear-dendritic). 
 

Table 1. The relative constant of chain transfer (Cs) on (C6F5)3GeH and (C6F5)2GeH2 during radical 

polymerization of some monomers 
Monomer  

Styrene 

 

Methyl 

methacrylate 

2,2,3,3-

tetrafluoropropyl 

methacrylate 

 

N-sopropylacrylamide 

 

4-vinylpyridine 

Cs 

(C6F5)3GeH 3.4 0.3 3.9 2.1 0.02 

(C6F5)2GeH2 3.0 0.9 0.3 2.2 1.8 

      

 

The use of monomers of different nature (hydrophilic and hydrophobic) in radical 

polymerization and activated polycondensation allowed us to obtain amphiphilic block 

copolymers capable of forming self-assembled structures at various subphase 

interfaces (in solutions, Langmuir monolayers and Langmuir-Blodgett films) [1-4]. 
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Синтез фосфатов Na, Zr, Co и Ca, Zr, Co со структурой NZP. Исследование 
их теплового расширения методом высокотемпературной рентгенографии 
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Кристаллохимические принципы использованы в настоящей работе для 

моделирования составов соединений и твердых растворов со структурой  
NaZ2(PO4)3  с регулируемыми  характеристиками теплового расширения. Знания 
о материалах на их основе позволяют решать многие инженерные задачи, 
связанные с комбинированием материалов в разных конструкциях, в том числе с 
необходимой устойчивостью к тепловым стрессам. Структура NaZr2(PO4)3 (NZP) 
является благоприятной для этих целей благодаря возможному включению в 
состав изоструктурных фаз большого числа разных и с различным сочетанием 
катионов в состояниях окисления от +1 до +5, с различными размерами и 
величинами электроотрицательности. Известные материалы с NZP структурой 
обладают высокими температурами плавления, высокой твердостью, 
термомеханической, радиационной и химической устойчивостью, ионной 
проводимостью, оптическими и магнитными свойствами, каталитической 
активностью.  В настоящей работе новые фосфаты Na1+2xZr2-xCox(PO4)3 и  
Ca0,5+xZr2-xCox(PO4)3 (0≤x≤0,5) с различными концентрационными сочетаниями 
циркония и кобальта в каркасе структуры и изменяющейся, соответственно, 
заселенностью межкаркасных позиций получены, охарактеризованы  и 
исследовано  их поведение при нагревании методом высокотемпературной 
рентгенографии для интервала Т = 25 - 700 °С. Синтез порошковых образцов 
выполняли с использованием твердофазных процессов (Тконечная = 700 °С). 
Формирование фаз заданного состава и строения устанавливали методами РФА 
и SEM. Определены параметры решетки полученных материалов в зависимости 
от состава и температуры. Обнаружено, что при увеличении температуры (метод 
высокотемпературной рентгенографии) параметры a и b уменьшались, параметр 
c увеличивался, что характерно для соединений NZP структуры. При увеличении 
содержания кобальта в составе фаз происходило снижение абсолютных значений 
линейных коэффициентов теплового расширения: αa от -4,65·10-6 до -3,06·10-6 °C-

1, αс от 21,85·10-6  до 19,49·10-6 °C-1 для Na-содержащего ряда, αa от -1,82·10-6  до 
-1,14·10-6 °C-1, αс от 9,20·10-6  до 9,10·10-6 °C-1 для Ca-содержащего ряда и 
анизотропии: Δα от 26,50·10-6  до 21,55·10-6 °C-1 для Na-содержащего ряда, от 
11,02·10-6  до 10,24·10-6 °C-1 для Ca-содержащего ряда. Из анализа полученных 
данных следует, что исследованные фосфаты относятся к классу 
среднерасширяющихся. Необходимо отметить также, что изучаемые объекты 
имеют синюю окраску. Это свойство является полезным для термостойких 
неорганических красителей, наносимых на материал, а также для придания 
функциональной окраски самому материалу.  
Благодарности: работа выполнена при финансовой поддержке Российского 
Научного Фонда: грант РНФ, Проект 16-13-10464 «Перспективные 
керамические материалы с улучшенными и регулируемыми служебными 
характеристикми: разработка, синтез, изучение», 2016-2018 гг. 
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Синтез тонких пленок на основе Cu-Mg 
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E-mail: kayrat.kadyrzhanov@mail.ru 

 

Одним из наиболее перспективных методов получения тонких пленок и 

защитных покрытий на их основе является метод электрохимического 

осаждения, который обладает рядом преимуществ над другими методами 

синтеза, такими как высокая точность контроля толщины покрытий, 

однородность получения покрытий по толщине и составу, масштабируемость 

процесса от получения лабораторных образцов до полупромышленного и 

промышленного производства. При этом данный метод прост и эффективен с 

точки зрения экономических затрат [1,2]. 

Электрохимический синтез Cu-Mg пленок на полимерные подложки 

проводился в потенциостатическом режиме при разности напряжений от 1.5 до 

2.0 В с шагом 0.25 в течение пятнадцати минут. Выбор магния в качестве 

компонента замещения обусловлен уникальными структурными особенностями 

магния и его кристаллической структурой.  

В ходе исследования получены зависимости изменения толщины 

тонкопленочных покрытий, а также размеров зерен от условий синтеза. 

Установлено, что увеличение разницы прикладываемых потенциалов приводит 

к увеличению среднего размера зерен, а также возникновению в структуре 

дополнительных искажений за счет перенапряжений и внедрения примесей в 

кристаллическую структуру, что оказывает существенное влияние физико-

химические, структурные и прочностные свойства пленок.  

Установлено, что изменение прочностных свойств и твердости покрытий 

напрямую зависит от влияния условий синтеза и концентрацию в структуре 

аморфных и примесных включений, которые возникают при высоких разностях 

потенциалов. При этом переход кристаллической структуры из кубической в 

гексагональную, приводит к существенному повышению прочностных 

характеристик, а малая величина пористости (менее 1%) приводит к 

существенному увеличению твердости покрытий.  
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Металлические наноструктуры на основе d - металлов привлекают 

внимание многих ученых на протяжении долгих лет. Это связано, в первую 

очередь с их уникальными физическими свойствами, отличающимися от 

соответствующих объемных форм, вследствие размерного эффекта. Второй 

фактор, объясняющий актуальность исследования данных структур является 

широкий потенциал их применения в наноэлектронике, в качестве электронных 

блоков, датчиков и устройств с ультра-высокой плотностью памяти т. д.. Стоит 

отметить, что наноструктуры на основе металлов и их сплавов так же нашли свое 

применение в органическом катализе. Поэтому важно исследовать их свойства и 

изучить, как различные факторы влияют на физико – химические 

характеристики синтезируемых структур.  

Метод электрохимического осаждения, применимый в данной работе для 

синтеза системы CoZnО, дает возможность осуществлять контроль над 

морфологией и физическими свойствами синтезируемых структур благодаря 

использованию темплата с заданной геометрией. 

Получены результаты влияния изменения разности прикладываемых 

потенциалов на морфологию, структурные и проводящие свойства CoZnО 

нанотрубок. Установлено, что  образцы синтезированные при разности 

прикладываемых потенциалов 1.5 и 1.75 В представляют собой 

трехкомпонентные системы, состоящие из двух оксидных фаз ZnO и CoO1.92 

кубической сингонии и фазы твердого раствора замещения Co0.65Zn0.35 

гексагонального типа, в образцы синтезированные при разности потенциалов 2.0 

В представляют сплав двух оксидных фаз ZnO и CoO1.92. При этом увеличение 

разности прикладываемых потенциалов приводит к снижению кислорода в 

структуре нанотрубок, а также увеличению степени кристалличности и 

изменению фазового состава синтезированных наноструктур. 
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Легирование азотом,  в том числе поверхностное ионное азотирование 

эффективно улучшает коррозионную стойкость мартенситных и аустенитных 

нержавеющих сталей (НС). Обнаружено при этом, что это происходит в 

достаточно узком интервале концентраций азота.  Поэтому возникает 

необходимость контроля содержания азота в твердом растворе, а также 

количества выделившихся нитридных фаз и остаточных напряжений, которые 

могут оказывать влияние на все процессы, происходящие на модифицированной 

поверхности НС. В работе развита методика измерения остаточных напряжений 

в поверхностных слоях металлов с кубической и гексагональной решетками, 

включающая измерение параметров решетки для различных рефлексов и 

разделении вклада напряжений и состава твердого раствора на основе 

особенностей упругой анизотропии кристаллической решетки. Эффективность 

методики продемонстрирована на примере сталей ЭИ961 и 12Х18Н10Т и 

титановом сплаве ПТ7М после ионного азотирования на установке «Булат-6Т»  

с использованием электронного нагрева с потенциалом на подложке < 60 В.  В 

сталях аустенитного класса при ионном азотировании образуется твердый 

раствор азота в аустените, что приводит к увеличению его параметра решетки. 

Разработанный метод разделения вклада в периоды решетки концентрации азота 

и упругих напряжений, показал, что ионное азотирование привело к увеличению 

содержания азота на поверхности на 1,1 мас.% и сжимающим остаточным 

напряжениям ~830 МПа. В стали ЭИ961 ионное азотирование из-за низкой 

растворимости азота в -Fe не приводит к изменениям параметра решетки, 

обусловленного образованием твердого раствора внедрения, однако параметр 

решетки  -Fe снижается вследствие уменьшения содержания хрома в твердом 

растворе из-за образования нитридов хрома (Cr2N), количество которого оценено 

в 12%, при этом  формируются остаточные напряжений сжатия величиной 120 

МПа.   
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Особенности формирования фазового состава в азотистых сталях 
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1Институт металлургии и материаловедения имени А. А. Байкова РАН, 

Москва, Россия 

 2Московский авиационный институт, Москва, Россия 
3Национальный исследовательский технологический университет «МИСиС», 
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E-mail: s.betsofen@gmail.com 
 

Использование азота в качестве легирующего элемента аустенитных сталей 

рассматривается как перспективное направление материаловедения, 

позволяющее существенно повысить служебные свойства конструкционных 

материалов и инструмента в различных областях машиностроения и 

медицинской техники. Кроме соображений экономического плана, связанных с 

заменой дорогостоящего никеля азотом главным стимулом для разработки 

азотсодержащих сталей стало  обеспечение такого комплекса механических и 

коррозионных свойств, который невозможно получить за счет традиционных 

схем легирования. В настоящей работе методом высокотемпературной 

рентгенографии исследовали фазовые превращения в двухфазной  стали 

08Х14АН4МДБ с 0,14 мас. % N2 и аустенитной стали Х22А1,2 с 1,2 % N2 при 

температурах 20-1200С в высокотемпературной приставке УВД-2000 к 

дифрактометру ДРОН-3. Кривые качания сплава Х22А1,2 характеризуются 

наличием дискретных пиков крупных субзерен, при этом методом -2 

сканирования обнаружена неоднородность состава субзерен и наличие 

корреляции состава с размером субзерен.  Показано, что более крупные субзерна 

диаметром ~20 мкм характеризуются более низкими значениями параметров 

решетки и по сравнению с субзернами меньшего размера (~5 мкм). Это 

свидетельствует о том, что субзерна меньшего размера имеют более высокую 

концентрацию азота и эта разница может достигать 0,3 мас.%. Для объяснения 

этого методом кривых качания исследовали кинетику растворения нитрида Cr2N 

и роста аустенитного зерна в сплаве Х22А1,2 при 1100оС. Показано, что процесс 

роста зерна можно разделить на две стадии, первая из которых характеризуется 

сравнительно медленным ростом зерна, который сдерживается присутствием 

частиц Cr2N нитридов,  растворение  которых приводит к резкому увеличению 

скорости роста зерна. Вероятно, что разница в содержании азота для зерен 

аустенита разного размера обусловлена тем, что субзерна большего размера 

образовались на «низкотемпературной» стадии +Сr2N→ превращения при 

температурах 800-1000С, а более мелкие зерна образовались на  более поздней 

стадии аустенизации (1000-1100С) и поэтому они имели меньше времени для 

своего роста, но более высокую концентрацию азота, в соответствии с более 

высокой температурой их образования.   
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Оксид алюминия является одним из наиболее перспективных керамических 

материалов для широкого спектра конструкционных применений благодаря 

сочетанию высокой твердости, термостойкости, химической инертности, а также 

доступности и низкой цены. Традиционно используемые композиты Al2O3/ZrO2 

содержат от 5 об.% до 50 об.%. ZrO2, что обеспечивает существенное повышение 

трещиностойкости керамики. Поскольку удельный вес оксида циркония в ~ 1.4 

раза превосходит удельный вес оксида алюминия, масса готового изделия при 

содержании 25 об.% ZrO2 оказывается на 10% выше массы изделия, 

изготовленного из чистого Al2O3. В связи с этим приобретает актуальность 

разработка керамик на основе оксида алюминия с малым содержанием оксида 

циркония и высокими механическими свойствами, не уступающими свойствам 

традиционных композитов Al2O3/ZrO2. 

Спекание смеси нанодисперсных порошков α-Al2O3 (d0 ~ 100 нм) («Taimei 

Chemicals Сo., Ltd.» (Япония)) и ZrO2 (d0 ~ 20 нм) («Pangea Int., Ltd» (Китай)) 

проводилось методом электроимпульсного плазменного спекания в установке 

«Dr. Sinter model SPS-625» (SPS SYNTEX INC. Ltd., Япония). Температура 

измерялась по пирометру, сфокусированному на внешней поверхности 

графитовой пресс-формы 30 мм. Скорость нагрева составляла 50 0С/мин, 

величина приложенной нагрузки не превышала 70 МПа. Спекание проводилось 

в вакууме 6 Па. Температура спекания варьировалась в интервале от 1150 до 1250 
0C. 

В работе изучено влияние содержания добавок оксида циркония, 

температуры и времени спекания на плотность, параметры структуры и физико-

механические свойства получаемых керамик на основе оксида алюминия. 

Показано, что оптимизация режимов спекания (температуры спекания и 

длительности изотермической выдержки) позволила получить высокоплотный 

(отн = 99.6 %) композит Al2O3+1.5об.%ZrO2 с однородной ультрамелкозернистой 

структурой (d=0.3÷0.4 нм), обладающий повышенными механическими 

свойствами: микротвердость по Виккерсу Hv = 24 ГПа, коэффициент 

трещиностойкости по Палмквисту К1с = 4.2 МПа·м1/2. 

В работе предложена качественная модель, описывающая конкурирующее 

влияние механизмов зернограничной и объемной диффузии на плотность 
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спекаемой керамики. Установлено, что при высокой температуре спекания 

миграционная подвижность границ зерен велика, что позволяет им «откреплять» 

от пор. Это приводит к изменению характера пространственного расположения 

пор (по отношению к границе зерна) и, как следствие, к изменению кинетики и 

механика их диффузионного рассасывания. Поскольку при оптимальной 

температуре спекания (1200 0С) коэффициент объемной диффузии (Dv) в оксиде 

алюминия на два порядка меньше величины коэффициента зернограничной 

диффузии (Db), то интенсивность диффузионного рассасывания пор в 

кристаллической решетке Al2O3 существенно меньше, что затрудняет получение 

высокоплотного материала. 

Показано, что для получения высокоплотной структуры необходимо путем 

выбора температуры и времени спекания уменьшить скорость миграции границ 

в момент окончания формирования непрерывной сетки границ зерен в спекаемой 

керамик. Продемонстрировано, что использование представлений о 

конкурирующем влиянии механизмов зернограничной и объемной диффузии в 

процессе спекания позволяет объяснить эффекты наблюдаемые при ступенчатых 

режимах спекания керамик: «Two Step Sintering», «Multi Step Sintering», «Rate 

Control Sintering». 

Благодаря высокой точности контроля параметров процесса спекания метод 

электроимпульсного плазменного спекания позволяет реализовывать 

многоступенчатые режимы спекания и получать высокоплотные нано и 

ультрамелкозернистые материалы с повышенными физико-механическими 

характеристиками, что открывает новые возможности для оптимизации 

существующих и создания новых конструкционных керамик 

Благодарности: авторы благодарят за поддержку Министерство образования 

и науки Российской Федерации грант №11.1114.2017_ПЧ. 
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E-mail: kemelin@mail.ru  
 

В последние годы большой интерес вызывают магнитные наночастицы, в 

частности, наночастицы оксида железа (FeО) в связи с перспективами их 

применения при создании новых материалов для техники, экологии и медицины 

[1]. Наночастицы могут быть совместимы с биологическими объектами и 

участвовать в решении медицинских задач. Широкое использование материалов 

на основе наночастиц металлов обусловлено: высокими значениями их удельной 

поверхности и отношениями числа «работающих» поверхностных атомов к 

числу атомов в объеме частицы; специфической электронной структурой, 

приближающейся к полупроводниковым, и как следствие, необычным 

сочетанием электрических, магнитных, оптических свойств, не характерных для 

массивного образцов металла [2]. Из-за доступности и сравнительно низкой 

цены и новых уникальных свойств в наносостоянии, получение наночастиц FeО 

является очень интересной и перспективной работой. Как нам известно, железо 

входит в состав в группу эссенциальных (жизненно важных) биоэлементов и 

играет активную биологическую роль в организме всех живых существ, так как 

оно является активатором многих каталитических процессов в организме и 

участвует в транспортировке газов кровью [3].  

В данной работе представлены результаты синтеза и термического отжига 

наночастиц на основе оксида железа. Согласно полученным данным было 

установлено, что увеличение температуры отжига приводит к изменению 

массового соотношения и элементного состава синтезированных наноструктур. 

согласно данным энерго-дисперсионного анализа установлено увеличение 

концентрации содержания Fe в образцах при температуре обработки 400-500°C , 

после чего наблюдается резкое снижение концентрации  железа и увеличение 

концентрации кислорода. Полученные результаты свидетельствуют о фазовых и 

структурных превращениях наноструктур в процессе отжига. 
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Последнее двадцатилетие ознаменовалось  беспрецедентным развитием 

физико-химического и математического моделирования в качестве методов 

исследования в современных химической науке и технологии. Увеличение роли 

моделирования в химическом познании обусловлено рядом причин.  

Прежде всего, следует отметить переход химии к изучению новых об'ектов 

микро и нано уровня. Для их изучения потребовалась новая методология, в 

основе которой лежат не только чисто инструментальные методы исследования, 

но и широчайшее использование прогнозирования и предсказания новой физико-

химической информации, исходя из физико-химических и математических 

моделей. В химии эта тенденция привела к все большему вовлечению об'ектов 

«не совсем типичных» для химии: кластеров, супрамолекулярных явлений, 

процессов на поверхностях материалов и мезочастиц, плазмонов и др.  Изучение 

таких методов без привлечения моделирования чаще всего затруднительно или 

нерационально. 

На этот период пришлась так называемая «компьютерная революция», 

благодаря которой появилась уникальная возможность построения и 

математического описания и исследования тех самых новых об'ектов (кластеров, 

наночастиц, физико-химических явлений в условиях ограниченной подвижности 

реагентов),  которые ранее изучать было невозможно из-за исключительно 

высокой вычислительной сложности.  

Развитие физической и квантовой химии привело в этот период к появлению 

нового чрезвычайно эффективного инструментария, позволяющего получать 

величины свойств с «химической точностью» (широчайшее использование 

метода DFT в квантовой химии, методы молекулярной динамики и Монте Карло 

для моделирования об'ектов, включающих тысячи атомов, атомная силовая 

микроскопия, фемтосекундная спектроскопия).  

В докладе на примере фотохимии и фотолитографической технологии 

описываются новые тенденции их развития и создания новых методов прогноза 

материалов, полученных с их использованием. В фотохимии современный 

уровень развития характеризуется к переходом к  изучению свойств частиц с 

характерным временем жизни в течение пико- и фемто- секунд.  В этом случае 

методы моделирования представляют из себя те немногие методы исследования, 

которые могут широко использоваться для физико-химических исследований. 

Но еще большее значение физико-химическое и математическое моделирование 

приобретают в разработке новых лекарств  и фотолитографии. В этих отраслях 
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человеческого знания «натурный эксперимент» либо невозможен, либо не 

целесообразен (например, из-за высокой стоимости). 

Фотолитографические технологии представляют собой неот'емлимую часть 

современной микро-и наноэлектроники. Физико-химическую основу их 

представляют фотохимические и инициированные электронным облучением 

химические реакции в условиях ограниченной подвижности реагентов. В этом 

случае реакционная способность химических веществ определяется не только и 

не столько изменением электронных свойств, сколько такими «нехимическими» 

параметрами, как свободный объем, плотность упаковки в кристаллах и твердых 

пленках, межмолекулярные контакты и их природа, топологическая доступность 

реакционных центов и т.п. Квантовая химия, молекулярная механика, 

молекулярная динамика, методы Монте Карло, методы управляющих уравнений 

и др. в этом случае становятся часто единственно возможными. 

В современной химии и химической технологии появилось новое 

направлении – технология микро-и нанореакторов. В этом случае стандартные 

для химии предположения об «идеальном перемешивании реагентов», 

отсутствия эффекта стенок, отсутствие памяти системы об истории образцов, 

отсутствие специфических взаимодействий между реагирующей системой и 

материалом стенок реактора, о справедливости закона действующих масс, о 

постоянстве порядка реакции и т.п. перестают работать. Физико-химические и 

математические модели в этой области практически отсутствуют или находятся 

в «зачаточном состоянии».  
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В современной ядерной энергетике особое внимание уделяется разработке 

и применению новых конструкционных материалов в активной зоне реактора в 

качестве первой стенки. При этом одним из важных требований к данному 

классу материалов является высокая радиационная и коррозионная стойкость к 

воздействию различных видов ионизирующего излучения, а также к накоплению 

в структуре газовых включений, таких как гелий и водород, которые образуются 

в результате ядерных реакций при облучении [1,2].  

В работе представлены результаты проведенных исследований по изучению 

процессов дефектообразования, радиационной стойкости, изменения 

проводящих и изоляционных характеристик керамик AlN под действием 

облучения ионами Не2+ с энергией 40 кэВ. Флюенс облучения составил от 1015 

до 5х1017 ион/см2. С применением метода рентгеноструктурного анализа 

установлено, что увеличение флюенса облучения приводит к снижению 

интенсивностей дифракционных пиков и изменению формы линий, что 

свидетельствует об увеличении концентрации искажений и напряжений в 

кристаллической структуре. Изменение концентрации деформации в структуре 

обусловлено увеличением содержания внедренного гелия и образованием 

каскадов вторичных дефектов и вакансий. При больших флюенсах облучения 

(выше 1017 ион/см2) на дифрактограммах наблюдается формирование гало, 

характерного для рентгеноаморфных или сильно разупорядоченных примесных 

включений и формированию в приповерхностном слое сферических включений, 

средний размер которых варьируется от 50 до 100 нм. Снижение сопротивления 

и теплопроводности в результате облучения и формирования гелиевых 

включений в структуре свидетельствует о деградации структурных 

характеристик, а также снижению радиационной стойкости, которое 

обусловлено падением прочностных характеристик. 
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В последние десятилетия тонкопленочные материалы успешно 

применяются в производстве микроэлектронных устройств, при этом интерес 

обусловлено возможностью получения пленок с диэлектрическими, 

полупроводниковыми, металлическими свойствами толщиной от десятков 

ангстрем до нескольких микрометров. Также тонкопленочные материалы 

различают на защитные, перераспределяющие, отражающие, упрочняющие, 

износостойкие покрытия, которые должны обладать высокой устойчивостью к 

термическим воздействиям, ионизирующему излучению, внешним 

воздействиям агрессивных сред [1,2].  

Методом магнетронного напыления были получены тонкие фольги на 

основе TiO2 фазы брукита, толщиной 620 нм. Облучение образцов проводилось 

на ускорителе тяжелых ионов «ДЦ-60» Астанинского филиала Института 

Ядерной Физики ионами Fe7+ с энергией 85 МэВ с флюенсом от 1 × 1011 до 1 × 

1014 ион/см2. Выбор энергии налетающих ионов обусловлен возможностью 

моделирования процессов одиночных дефектов и областей перекрывания 

дефектов в структуре при энергиях налетающих ионов до 100 МэВ. Установлены 

зависимости изменения концентрации дефектов в структуре тонких пленок от 

дозы облучения. Установлено, что увеличение флюенса облучения до 1014 

ион/см2, характерной для формирования областей перекрывания дефектов, 

приводит к резкому снижению степени кристалличности и увеличению 

параметров кристаллической решетки, что обусловлено образованием в 

структуре большого количества областей разупорядоченности и смещенных 

атомов, которые мигрируя по кристаллической решетки приводят к 

дополнительным искажениям и напряжениям, с последующим образованием 

хиллоков.  
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Многокомпонентные оксиды со смешенной ионно-электронной 

проводимостью в настоящее время вызывают повышенный интерес в связи с 

широкими возможностями их применения в качестве компонентов 

твердооксидных топливных элементов и каталитически активных мембран. 

Важным свойством таких оксидов или магнитных полуметаллов является 

высокая подвижность кислорода решетки, реакционная способность, а также 

высокая каталитическая активность в реакциях окисления углеводородов 

молекулярным или решеточным кислородом [1,2].  

В качестве исходных компонент для синтеза двойных перовскитов типа 

A(FeM)O3 использовались следующие соли: Fe2O3 (ХЧ), TiO2 (ХЧ), CeO2 (ХЧ) 

компании Sigma Aldrich. Соли смешивались в равных стехиометрических 

количествах и перетирались в агатовой ступке. Отжиг перетертых смесей 

проводился в кислородосодержащей среде в муфельной печи при температуре 

400, 600, 800 и 1000°С в течение 1 часа. Исследуемые образцы представляют 

собой мелкодисперсные порошки, средний размер которых не превышает 300 – 

500 нм для исходного образца. Увеличение температуры отжига приводит к 

укрупнению частиц за счет сплавления, при этом на поверхности крупных 

макрочастиц наблюдается образование примесных частиц, содержащих в себе 

большое количества металлических элементов. В таблице 1 представлены 

результаты изменения элементного анализа исследуемых образцов полученных 

методом энергодисперсионного анализа. 

 
Таблица 1. Данные элементного анализа 

 

Образец Атомное соотношение, % 

O Ti Fe Ce 

Исходный 61.75±3.42 14.58±2.34 14.88±2.52 8.84±1.31 

400°С 55.59±3.11 20.14±2.17 18.11±2.15 6.14±1.18 

600°С 50.91±2.76 24.01±2.41 18.35±1.91 6.73±1.35 

800°С 54.91±3.15 22.45±2.11 9.01±1.63 13.63±1.17 

1000°С 54.94±2.89 20.4±2.05 11.46±1.89 13.19±1.24 
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Одним из перспективных материалов для ядерной энергетики является 

оксид бериллия, который обладает высокой теплопроводностью, большим 

удельным сопротивлением, химической и коррозионной стойкостью к 

различного рода внешним воздействиям [1-3]. На сегодняшний день оксид 

бериллия широко используется в качестве оптических устройств, материалов для 

дозиметрии и электротехники, конструкционных материалов для атомной и 

ядерной промышленности.  

В работе представлены результаты исследования изменений структурных и 

оптических свойств керамик BeO при облучении тяжелыми ионами и 

пострадиационного отжига. Облучение проводилось на ускорителе тяжелых 

ионов ДЦ – 60, ионами Ni12+ с энергией 100 МэВ, флюенс облучения составил 

1013-1014 ион/см2. Согласно данным рентгеноструктурного анализа 

установлено, что снижение интенсивности дифракционных максимумов и 

смещение их в область малых углов свидетельствует об увеличении 

межплоскостных расстояний и параметров кристаллической решетки, изменение 

которых обусловлено миграцией дефектов и их внедрением в междоузлие 

решетки. Для образцов после отжига наблюдается увеличение интенсивностей 

дифракционных пиков, сравнимых по величине с интенсивностями исходного 

образца. Увеличение флюенса облучения приводит к резкому снижению степени 

кристалличности и образованию аморфных включений более 6.5%, при этом 

пострадиационный отжиг позволяет снизить концентрацию аморфных 

включений на 3%, что приводит к уменьшению дефектов и вакансий в структуре. 

Уменьшение деформации и аморфных включений, а также сохранения 

коэффициента теплопроводности, свидетельствует о потенциальной 

применимости пострадиационного отжига керамик ВеО в качестве метода 

борьбы с накоплением радиационных дефектов и последующей аморфизацией 

структуры. 
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Отставание в технологических переделах современного производства 

наблюдается в заготовительном модуле, вследствие использования  не 

эффективных технологических процессов. Особое внимание обращают на себя  

операции раскроя и резки дисковой пилой высокомолекулярных полимеров, 

армированных стеклотканью. Здесь в отдельных операциях раскроя изделий из  

стеклопластиков можно значительно  увеличить производительность за счет 

создания новых режимов резания. Так рекомендации по использованию 

скорости резания в пределах 8,50 км/мин требуют, кроме  специального 

технологического оснащения  анализ мощности резания[1]. Последнее 

практически в нашей производственной литературе  не учитывалось, ссылаясь 

на анализ силы резания, рассчитанной по степенным параметрам.  

Использование предельных скоростей резания, начиная с  600м/с невозможно 

осуществить без динамической  балансировки режущего инструмента по 

прецизионным классам. Уместно отметить, что системную технологию 

совокупной оценки качества балансировки по классу G0,4- G2,5  можно 

производить по технологии фирм Seco или Schunk [2]. Такие  требования 

вытекают из ГОСТ 27387-87 п.2.2.2. по недопущению  трещин,  расщепления 

концов ровингов и отслаивания при изготовлении изделий класса: емкостное 

оборудование, трубопроводная и газоходная аппаратура, коллекторы 

канализационные с параметрами KCV в пределах 50 кДж/м2 с модулем Юнга до  

20 ГПа с армированием стеклотканью. Для высокоскоростных режимов резания 

методом пиления и фрезерования  стеклопластика можно рекомендовать расчет 

мощности резания по объемному методу, по зависимости 

                                                 Рс=kc.V1=kc b.ap .s / 60  (1)                                                             

где Рс –мощность резания, Вт;  

V1- секундный объем материала превращаемая в стружку;  

kc - удельная работа резания, Дж/см3;  

b- ширина резания, мм; 

s -  скорость подачи, м/мин, s=sz.z.n –м/мин;  

ap- глубина резания,мм. 

Изменение удельной работы резания  в зависимости от глубины резания  

представлено на рисунке 1 и математической моделью функцией процесса. 
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Рисунок 1. Изменение зависимости удельной работы резания от глубины резания 

 

Параметрическая модель процесса резания 

                                         kс = 78,406 ар
-0,148                                                           (2) 

где ар-глубина резания стеклопластика, мм. 

 Таким образом,  в результате исследования предложена формула для 

определения мощности резания, отличающаяся от ранее известных. 

Установлено снижение удельной работы резания стеклопластика с увеличением 

глубины резания. 
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